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P.O. nox 33180
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December 15, 1982

Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washingtm., D. C. 20555

Attention: Ms. E. G. Adensam, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 4

Re: Catawba Nuclear Station
Docket Nos. 50-413 and 50-414

Dear Mr. Denton:,

In order to facilitate the completion of the review of the Catawba FSAR,
Duke Power Company is transmitting herewith responses or revised responses
to open items of the following technical review branches.

Attachment 1 - Geotechnical Engineering
Attachment 2 - Auxiliary Systems
Attachment 3 - Instrumentation and Control Systems
Attachment 4 - Meteorology

Attachment 5 - LicensmQualification Eranch
Attachment 6 - Fire Protection

These responses will be included in FSAR Revision 7.

Very truly yours,
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ec: Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region Il

! 101 Marietta' Street, Suite 3100
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
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; Mr. P. K. van Dorrn
NRC Resident Inspector'

j Catawba Nuclear Station

1 Mr. Robert Guild, Esq.
Attorney-at-Law
314 Pall Mall
Columbia, South Carolina 29201-

.

Palmetto Alliance
' 2135 Devine Street'

Columbia, South Carclina 29205
i ,

Mr. Jesse L. Riley ''

Carolina Environmental Study Group
854 llenley Place
Charlotte, North Carolina 29207

Mr. Henry A. Presler, Chairman
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Environmental Coalition
943 Henley Place
Charlotte, North Carolina 28207r
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to provide a means for groundwater to flow from beneath the fill concrete into
the foundation underdrain. The three-foot penetration of these drilled holes
insures that interception of rock joints is obtairted. The 3 ft (0.91 m) depth
is determined from the dip and spacings of the joints in the rock. The joint-
ing in the powerhouse area is demonstrated in construction photographs shown
in Figure 2.4.13-19.

Combined with the foundation underdrain is a continuous exterior wall drain.
This exterior wall drain consists of a 2 f t (0.61 m) minimum thickness zoned
sand and stone filter placed vertically frum the bottom of the excavation up
to an elevation of 589+0 ft (179.F, m) msl (4.5 ft (1.37 m) below yard grade),
and a 12 in (30.5 cm) diamater per'forated corrugated metal pipe which is con-
tinuous horizontally around the exterior wall near the bottom of the zoned fil-
ter. The zoned filter consists of an outer layer of fine material which sur-
rounds an inner layer of coarse material. Both filter layers conduct seepage
as well as surround the perforated drain pipe.

, Figure 2.4.13-17 shows the gradation limits of the fine and coarse filter
material derived from field g adation tests. Also shown on Figure 2.4.13-17
is the backfill design gradation. Figure 2.4.13-18 shows the gradation
limits of the coarse filter material placed a minimum of l'-0" around the
perforated drain pipe. The gradations shown satisfy the following criteria:

1) 015 (Filter)
< 5

085 (Base)

2) 015 (Filter)
D15 (Base) 1 4

3) 085 (Filter) ,

Perforated Pipe Hole Diameter 1 *

1241.7 The following values were used in computing the filter criteria:

Maximum 015 (Coarse) = 8.2mm (Figure 2.4.13-17)
Minimum D15 (Coarse) = 1.4mm (Figure 2.4.13-17)
Minimum D85 (Coarse) = 9.5mm (Figure 2.4.13-18)
Average D15 (Fine) 0.32mm (Figure 2.4.13-17)=

Average D85 (Fine) 1.7mm (Figure 2.4.13-17)=

085 (Backfill) 0.63mm (Figure 2.4.13-17)=

D15 (Backfill) 0.013mm (Figure 2.4.13-17)=

Perforated Pipe Hole
Dianeter = 3/8 in. = 9.5mm

The following calculations verify that the filter criteria are satisfied:

Backfill and Fine Filter:

D15 (Fine)
0*32mm 0'5= =

085 (Backfill) .63mm
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2.5.4.2.1.1 Test Borings and Sampling

Approximately 160 test borings were drilled on the Catawba Site. The locations
of borings at the site are shown on Figure 2.5.1-12. Figure 2.5.1-12A shows
the detailed boring locations, together with original ground surface contours
in the area of the powerhouse. Figure 2.5.6-5 is the boring location plan for
the SNSW Pond Dam. Table 2.5.4-1 summarizes the elevations of the ground sur-
face, top of continuous rock and groundwater level found at the individual

| boring locations. Holes made by test borings were not plugged.

The test borings were advanced by rotary wash drilling and hollow-stem augers.
Split-barrel sampling and penetration testing are performed in general accor-
dance with ASTM D-1586.

The soils retained inside the split-barrel sampler are removed and visually
examined and classified in the field by a soils engineer or engineering geologist.
The samples are then stored in labeled, capped, glass jars. Some of these jar
samples are transported to the laboratory for classification and moisture
tests.

Undisturbed samples are obtained by the Shelby Tube Method in general accordance
with ASTM D-1587. In hard soils and partially weathered rock, undisturbed
samples are obtained with either a coring Pitcher barrel sampler or a Denison
sampler. The Pitcher sampler resembles a double tube core barrel with a
carbide tipped bit on the rotating outer barrel and 3-inch 0. D , 16 gauge,
steel tubing as the replaceable inner barrel. The Denison sample is similar
to the Pitcher sampler except that the non-rotating inner barrel is pushed
into the ground by means of reaction against the drill rig, while the rotating
outer barrel cores around the inner barrel.

Rock coring is performed in general accordance with ASTM D-2113. The rock
core samples are identified by a geologist and the recovery measured. The
recovery is the ratio of the sample length obtained to the depth of the drill
run, expressed as a percent. A modified definition of recovery, the Rock
Quality Designation (RQD), is also used. It is determined by summing only
pieces of moderately hard or harder rock 4 inches or longer.

2.5.4.2.1.2 Test Pits and Trenches

Visual examination of the near-surface soils is made and bulk samples are ob-
tained for laboratory testing. The test pit locations are shown in Figures
2.5.1-12 and 2.5.1-12A. The soils in the borrow areas outlined in Figure
2.5.1-12 are explored specifically for use in construction of the SNSW Pond
Dam (see Section 2.5.6). Summary results of the test pits are contained in
Table 2.5.4-2.

Three deep test trenches are excavated in the powerhouse area as part of the
geologic investigation for the PSAR and also are used to obtain bulk soil
samples for laboratory testing. The locations of these test trenches are
shown in Figure 2.5.1-12A.

2.5-29 Rev. 7
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dam site, due to inability to place the larger three component transducer to
the proper depth in a rock core hole.

In most cases, two different systems are used simultaneously to record the
output of the geophones. The first is the Dresser Model RS-4A 12 Channel
portable seismograph. The second recording device is a Tektrunix Model 434
dual trace storage oscilloscope. Two signals are input to the oscillcscope,
one from the vertical geophone and the second from one of the horizontal
geophones. The signals are recorded on the face of a storage cathode ray tube
where they are photographed for a permanent record. The oscilloscope has a
horizontal time sweep which has a range of from 0.0002 seconds per division to
5 seconds per division, accurate to three percent of the scale reading. This
cllows the accurate measurement of very short Litce in_tervals. At selected
depths multiple tests are made to insure repeatability of the data.

The geophysical data for partially weathered rock foundation materials in
the plant area are plotted in terms of the parameter K maximum on Figtr e2
2.5.4-13; also shown on this Figure are the results of a dynamic triaxial

g4),j laboratory test on partially weathered rock. The laboratory test on par-
tially weathered rock forms a lower bound to the geophysical tests on the
partially weathered rock. The K maximum values for partially weathered2
rock shown on Figure 2.5.4-13 exceed the typical published value of 70 for
very dense sands (D =90 percent) tabulated in Seed and Idriss (1979), Ref- '

p
erence 102.

|Thegeophysicaldataforpartiallyweatheredrockandresidualsoil-saprolite
foundation materials at borings A-103 and A-105 of the SNSW Pond Dam are pictted
in terms of the parameter K n Figure 2.5.6-40. Two geophysical test data2m
points on near-surface materials at boring A-103 which are removed in founda-
tion preparation due to the standard penetration test value being less than
15 blows are indicated by the legend on the figure. Also shown on Figure
2.5.6-40 are the results of resonant column tests for a firm residual soil
from FSAR Figure 2.5.6-18 (and laboratory tests for embankment soils).

In addition to the laboratory data from Figure 2.5.6-18, other laboratory
tests un residual soil at the boring series A-103 are shown on Figure
2.5.6-40A in terms of G versus confining pressure; Figure 2.5.6-40A

also shows G from the geophysical data at boring series A-103 and A-105
versus confining 'e s s u re. Figure 2.5.6-40A is prepared to more clearly
show the relatio.. ;p between the laboratory data, geophysical data, and
design value used to r9present the residual soil-saprolite in the foundation
of the SNSW Pond Dam.

Figure 2.5.6*40A reveals the upper bound of the laboratory data is daout at
the lower bound of the geophysical tests when extrapolated to equivalent
confining pressures. Figure 2.5.6-40A shows the average of the geophysical
G, values exceed the average value of laboratory resonant column G values

by a factor of 70/30 = 2.3; this factor is compatible with general experience

2.5-32 Rev. 7
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in the literature on the relationship between laboratory and geophysical G

values. The major reason for the laboratory G values being less than the

geophysical G values in the foundation materials is probably the unavoid-
able sample disturbance that takes place in the process of obtaining undis-
turbed samples from borings.

Shown on Figure 2.5.6-40A is the expression relating G and confining pres-max
sure used to compute the maximum shear modulus of residual soils-saprolite
of the foundation with K = 70. The K = 70 value for the residual2 max 2 max

foundation soils-saprolites is equivalent to the published value for very
dense sand as tabulated on Figure 2.5.6-40. This K = 70 relationship2mn
is the numerical average of the geophysical data points on Figure 2.5.6-40A.
Thus K2mn = 70 is n t a lower bound for the residual soil-saprolites of the
foundation at borings A-103 and A-105 (excluding geophysical tests on materials
that are removed in the foundation preparation). The data on Figure 2.5.6-40A
clearly justify the selection of the K v lue as an average, not a lower2m
bound, to represent the firm residual soil-saprolites of the foundation of
the SNSW Pond Dam.

2.5.4.2.1.6 Geologic Mapping

Geologic mapping of the cleaned fcundation excavations is done. The purpose
'

of the mapping is to demonstrate that the brecciated zones and any other
faults found to be present are nan-capable as defined by Appendix A,10 CFR
Part 100, and do not preser.t a safety hazard to the plant. Mapping is at a
scale of one inch equals ten feet in most areas (one inch equals 5 feet in the
Reactor-Auxiliary Building area) and is supplemented by complete photographic
coverage of the exposed foundation and by petrographic study of selected
samples. The results of geologic mapping of the structure foundations and the
SNSW Pond Dam foundation are discussed in Section 2.5.1.2.2.5 and in the FinalGeologic Report on Brecciated Zones.

2.5.4.2.2 Laboratory Testing

The various latoratory tests made to determine the engineering properties of
soil and rock are discussed below.

2.5.4.2.2.1 Grain Size Tests

Grain size tests are performed as described by ASTM D-421 and D-422. The re-
sults for soils from the plant area are presented in Figure 2.5.4-5. Grain
size distributions for foundation soils and borrow soils applicable to the
SNSW Pond Dam are shown in Figures 2.5.6-11, 2.5.6-23, 2.5.6-24, and 2.5.6-25.

|
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2.5.4.2.2.2 Soil Plasticity Tests - Atterberg Limits

Plasticity tests are performed as described by ASTM D-423 and D-424. The
tests are used to determine the Unified Soil Classification of the soils, the
results of which are discussed in Sections 2.5.4.2.4, 2.5.6.2.1, and 2.5.6.4.2.

2.5.4.2.2.3 Compaction Tests

Standard Proctor (ASTM D-698) compaction tests are performed on representative
bulk soil samples to determine their compaction characteristics, including
their maximua dry density and optimum moisture content. The maximum dry density
and corresponding optimum moisture content points obtained are summarized on
Figure 2.5.4-6 for soils used for structural fill in the plant area. Test
results for soils from borrow areas designated specifically for use in con-
struction of the SNSW Pond Dam are presented on Figure 2.5.6-26.

2.5.4.2.2.4 Laboratory Permeability Tests

Permeability tests are performed on selected undisturbed samples and on selected
bulk samples of borrow soils for the SNSW Pond Dam that are remolded in a
steel tube to 96 percent relative compaction, according *.o the standard Proctor
test method (ASTM D-698). Constant-head permeability tests are performed on
some of these samples using equipment and methods similar to ASTM D-2434.
Soil permeability results of foundation soils at the SNSW Pond Dam, as well as
results for borrow soils, are presented in Tables 2.5.6-7 and 2.5.6-8.

Laboratory variable-head permeability tests on undisturbed samples from the
plant area are also performed and results of these tests are presented in
Table 2.4.13-5.

2.5.4.2.2.5 Consolidatior. Test

Consolidation tests are performed on selected sections of undisturbed samples
and remolded samples. Testing is in general accordance with ASTM D-2435. The
test results are presented in the form of pressure versus void ratio curves
and consolidation rate data. A summary of representative curves is presented
in Figures 2.5.4-7 and 2.5.4-8 for compacted so'Is and in place materials in
the plant area and in Figures 2.5.6-15 and 2.5.6-32 for soils at the SNSW Pond
Dam.

A single section of each selected undisturbed sample and each selected re-
molded sample is trimmed into a disc, confined in a smooth stainless steel
ring and sandwiched between porous plates in a fixed - ing vedometer. It is.

then subjected to incrementally increasing vertical loads at a general load
increment ratio of unity and the resulting deformations measured with a
micrometer dial gauge sensitive to 10 4 inch. The test results are presented
in the form of pressure versus void ratio curves.

1
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2.5.4.2.2.6 Static Triaxial Shear Tests

Each section 0* undisturbed sample selected for triaxial shear testing is
measured, weighed, and portions of the soil removed for moisture and specific
gravity determinations. From these data, the soil void ratios and weights per
cubic foot are computed.

In addition to selected sections of undisturbed saieples, selected bulk samples
of potential borrow soils are remolded to the same geometry at 96 percent
relative compaction. Triaxial shear testing is performed using equipment and.

procedures consistent with those described by Bishop and Henkel (Reference
67), Lambe (Reference 68) and Corps of Engineers (Reference 69). On an occasional
undisturbed sample of limited length the " Dutch Method" or multistage method
is used. The procedures of the multistage method are described by Bishop and
Henkel (Reference 67).

If no drainage is allowed from the sample under the confining stress or the
load to failure, the test is termed unconsolidated-undrained or quick (Q).
Some samples are saturated under backpressure to simulate the pore water
pressures that will exist. If drainage is allowed from the sample to equilibrium
under the confining stress, but no drainage is allowed during the load to
Milure, the test is termed consolidated-undrained (R) and represents total
strisses. I,f thi pore water pressures developed during loading to failure are
measured _and the stresses then expressea as effective stresses, the test is
termed (R) and is equivalent to a drained test (5). Backpressure values in
the range of 30 to 80 psi are used. The final degree of saturation is between
98 and 100 percent. The rate of axial loading in the CU triaxial tests is
generally .01 to .06 inches per minute.

The test results for triaxial shear tests are presented in the form of Mohr
Diagrams. Three samoles are used to define each Mahr envelope for remolded
or compacted naterials. Three samples are ncrmally used to define each Mohr
envelope for undisturbed founaation materials, however, only two samples are
used in the exceptional case when three good quality undisturbed samples are
not available for a test location. Summary test results for representative
remolded and undisturbed samples applicabit to the plant area are shown on
Figures 2.5.4-9 and 2.5.4-10. Figures 2.5.6-12, 2.5.6-19 and 2.5.6-28 through
2.5.6-30 summarize the triaxial test results for foundation and embankment
materials at the $NSW Pond Dam.

2.5.4.2.2.7 Dynamic Triaxial Tests

Several undisturbed specimens of soil, partially weathered rock materials and
remolded samples are tested using specialized laboratory equipment to determine
the behavior of these materials under dynamic loading.

Two types of dynamic triaxially confined compression tests are performri.
Stress-controlled tests are run te evaluate dynamic failure potential of site
soils, and other stress-controlled tests are run to evaluate dynamic soil
modulus. Brief descriptions vf the test procedures follow.

2.5-34 Rev. 7
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Failure-potential Tests: Triaxially-confined compression tests, incorporating
cyclic dynamic loading under controlled stress conditions, are performed on
saturated test specimens of both undisturbed and remolded samples. These
tests are performed to evaluate the dynamic failure potential of the site
materials.

Test specimens are either 1.4 or 2.9 inches in diameter and 6 inches in height.
Remolded samples are compacted by static compaction to the desired 96 percent
relative compaction at a molaing moisture content wetter than the optimum.
After placing the specimen in tne triaxial chamber, a backpressure of 30 psi
to 80 psi is applied to assure saturation prior to consolidation and subsequent
shear testing. The final degree of saturation is, in general, between 98
percent and 100 percent. Time versus volume of water expelled measurements
are recorded during consolidation under the designated confining pressure to
assure satisfactory primary consolidation. In some tests, an axial deviator
stress is also applied during consolidation, thus creating an anisotropic
consolidation condition. Upon completion of primary consolidation, the drain-
age valves are closed and the predeteroined, reversed cyclic, square-shaped,
axial stress pulse is applied. Meass.rements of pore water pressure, strain,
and axial load are sin:ultaneously ,ecorded throughout the tests.

i

i
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where t is the shear stress, or one-half the cyclic axial deviator stress.

After these measurements are made, the sample is permitted to drain, and addi-
tional cata are then obtained by repeating the test procedures at a higher
deviator stress until strain levels on the order of one percent are reached.
No damping values are computed from the cyclic triaxial tests. Damping

)241,2 values of soil are determined for the expected range of strains under seismic
loading by use of the resonant column test as described below. The results
of dynamic triaxial tests for modulus are presented in Figures 2.5.6-40,
2.5.6-43, and 2.5.6-49.;

Resonant Column Tests: Resonant column tests are run on undisturbed and re-
molded solid cylindrical samples. Sample saturation procedures are similar to
those for cyclic triaxial tests. The results of resonant column tests provide
dynamic shear modulus and damping values for soils at low strain levels.
Generally, test results for strains on the order .001 to .01 percent are
measured with the equipment used.

Further information on the equipment and procedures used in perfarming reso-
nant column tests can be found in Reference 71A and 718. Results of resonant
colunin tests are presented in Figures 2.5.6-10, 2.5.6-40, 2.5.6-47, 2.5.6-48,
2.5.6-49, and 2.5.6-40A. .

The results for damping are shown in Figure 2.5.6-47. The relationship used
in tne analysis is shown on this figure and is the same as the published1241.2 relationship for sands by Seed and Idriss, 1970. The test data or. Figure
2.5.6-47 indicate this published relationship adequately represents the damp-
ing and its variation with strain for these soils.

2.5.4.2.2.8 Chemical Tests

Chemical tests are performed on selected samples of soil and groundwater from
the site. The chemical testing program and the results obtained are presented
in Section 2.4.13.2.7.

2.5.4.2.2.9 Rock Unconfined Compression Tests

Unconfined compression tests are performed on selected samples of NX . ire rock
core from borings and also on 2-inch diameter samples cered from chunk samples
of rock taken from the powerhouse excavation. The ends of the samples are cut
perpendicular to the core axis with a masonry saw. The trimmed core ends are
then lapped to insure smoothness or ccpped if lapping damages the specimen
end. The specimens are then loaded as recommended in AslM D-2938 in uniaxial
unconfined compression to failure. Data for stress strain readings are recorded
during the axial loading of selected core samples. Summaries sf rock test |data are given on Figures 2.5.4-11 and 2.5.4-12.

I

2.5.4.2.2.10 Rock Unit Weight'

Unit weights are determined for most rock samples tested in unconfined compres-
sion. The samples are weighed, their volumes determined and the total unit

2.5-36 Rev. 7
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2.5.4.5.4 Backfill

Nuclear Safety Related Structures are backfilled utilizing three types of
materials: Earth Backfill, Granular Backfill and Fill Concrete as shown on
Figures 2.5.4-15 through 2.5.4-17. Field tests performed and controls exer-

1241.4 cised to assure proper compaction of granular backfill materials are des-
cribed in Section 2.5.4.5.4.2. A zone of Group I Earth Backfill was placed
in the powerhouse yard as shown on Figure 2.4.13-20. Additionally, Earth
Backfill was placed from yard grade to a depth of three feet. In other areas
around the powerhouse either Earth or Granular Backfill was used.

2.5.4.5.4.1 Group I Earth Backfill

The source of earth backfill is the on-site residual soil obtained from general
grading cuts, foundation excavations and borrow areas. Compaction characteris-
tics and other engineering properties of this material are given in Section
2.5.4.2.4.2.

The distribution and gradation of Group I Earth Fill materials are controlled
to assure that no lumps, pockets, or layers of material differing substantially
in texture and gradation from surrounding materials occur. After dumping, the
material is spread in a nine-inch horizontal layer over the fill area. Harrow-
ing, if required to break up and blend fill materials or to obtain uniform
moisture distribution, is performed after spreading.

Compaction is performed at moisture contents within plus or minus three percent
of optimum, based on standard Proctor tests for the particular soil. Moisture
checks are performed in accordance with ASTM D 2216 at a minimum frequency of
two per day. Suil having a moisture content outside the specified limits is
either wetted or dried to adjust moisture content prior to compaction, or
removed.

,

Each layer is uniformly csmpacted to obtain densities not less than 96 percent
of the Standard Proctor maximum dry density (ASTM D698). Field determination
of compaction is performed in accordance with ASTM 02937, Shelby Tube Method,
for each change in soil type or borrow source, and on a frequency of every
1000 cubic yards placed. Discussion of the fill placement for the SNSW Pond
Dam is presented in Section 2.5.6.

Figures 2.5.4-19 and 2.5.4-20 summarize the resu!ts of field moisture tests
and field compaction tests, respectively for Group I backfill by means of
relative frequency histograms. (Draft SER Page II)

Figure 2.5.6-34 summarizes the results of field moisture tests for the SNSW
Pond Dam by means of a relative frequency histogram. The distribution and

9241.4 result of field density tests are given in Figures 2.5.6-31 and 2.5.6-35 for
the SNSW Pond Dam embankment and blanket drain respectively.

2.5.4.5.4.2 Group I Granular Backfill

Granular Backfill materials (crushed stone) are spread in 12-inch layers and
compacted to a minimum relative density of 80 percent in accordance with ASTM
D 2049. Field measurement of density is performed in accordance with ASTM 0
1556, Sand Cone Method, on a frequency of once every 400 tons of material.
Materials that fail the density test are recompacted or removed. Figure
2.5.4-21 summarizes the results of relative density tests for granular back-
fill by means of a relative frequency histogram.

2.5-42 Rev. 7
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2.5.4.8.2 Granular Backfill

The granular backfill material compacted to a minimum relative density of 80
percent will not ce susceptible to liquefaction or excessive deformations
during the SSE.

2.5.4.9 Earthquake Design Basis

The earihquake design casfs is discussed in Section 2.5.2.

2.5.4.10 Static Stability

Major Category I structures are identified on Figure 2.5.1-12 and listed on
Table 2.5.4-4. Major Category I structures are supported by mat foundations
which bear on rock or fi.11 concrete to rock. These rock bearing mats have maxi-
mum gross total static bearing pressures ranging from 10 to 20 ksf and average
bearing pressures in the range of 3 to 10 ksf.

Category I structures founded on partially weathered rock (or coreable weathered
rock) include the Refueling Water Storage Tanks, the NSW and SNSW Intake Struc-
tures and the SNSW Discharge Structures. These structures are also supported
tv mat fvandations. As shown in Table 2.5.4-4, bearing pressures are low.

The NSW pipelines and the NSW Conduit Manholes bear on residual material, except
at several isolated locations where the pipes are placed on Group I Earth Fill.
The buried Diesel Fuel Oil Tanks and the NSW Pond Outlet Works bear on Group I
Earth Fill. These buried '.tructures apply very little net loading to the founda-
tion soils.

Figure 2.5.4-17 shows subsurface profiles through the NSW pipelines at one
location where the pipes bear on structural fill. A localized zone of alluvium
underlies the structural fill at this location. Due to the limited extent

| of this zone, as determined by subsurface investigation, it will have no
effect on the stability of the NSW pipe. At all other locations where the
NSW pipes bear on structural fill, all alluvium and other unsuitable materials
were removed prior to placing fill. The sequer,ce of foundation preparation
for the NSW pipe backfill was as follows. The trench was excavated using,

common earthmoving equipment to the depth required for pipe installation.
After the pipe was installed and prior to placing backfill, the foundation
was inspected by the field engineer, who verified its adequacy. If, in the
judgement of the field engineer, an area contained loose or otherwise unsuit-
able material, that material was removed to a death which ensured an adequate
foundation. The plan and longitudinal profiles of the NSW pipes J e shown
with subsurface information on Figure 2.5.4-22 (Sheet 1-4). ,

!

The NSW pipes are designed for external pressure due to Cooper E-80 railroad
loading in locations where the pipes pass under railroads and for AASHTC H50
truck loading along the remaining portion of the pipe.

2.5-44 Rev. 7
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The relationship of the plant area fourdation mats and basement walls to the pre-
construction ground surface and weathering profile are shown on selected cross
sections through the plant in Figure 2.5.4-15. Subsurface profiles at the Giesel-
Fnel Oil Tanks are shown in Figure 2.5.4-16.

Field and laboratory test results for the various foundation bearing materials
are presented in Section 2.5.4.2.4. The static stability of Category I struc-
ture foundations is discussed in detail in the following paragraphs and sum-
marized in Table 2.5.4-4. Stability of the SNSW Pond Dam is discussed in
Section 2.5.6.5.

2.5.4.10.1 Category I Mat Foundations on Rock

Category I structures with n.at foundations bearing on rock are indicated on
Table 2.5.4-4. Generally, these mat foundations bear below the zone of major
weathering on coderately hard to hard continuous rock having a rock quality [designation (RQD) of 75 percent or greater as determined from core borings.
One exception is the foundation for the Unit 2 Diesel Generator Building which

'

!
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file where the head of water on the foundation is the highest. The methods
used to perform the in place soil and partially weathered rock permeability
tests are described in Section 2.5.4.2.1.4. The field permeability test results
for soil and partially weathered rock materials are presented in Table 2.5.6-
1. The representative values of permeability are presented in Section 2.5.6.6.

Shear Strength

Mohr envelopes of triaxial shear strengths for the residual foundation soils
are plotted on Figure 2.5.6-12. The design values are shown on this figure
and are tabulated in Table 2.5.6-2. Cyclic triaxial shear tests are performed
cn undisturbed foundation samples to evaluate the dynamic strength of these,

so|ls as shown on lable 2.5.6-6 and Figur e 2.5.6-13.

Consolidation
,

Figure 2.5.6-15 summarizes the consolidation characteristics for the residual
soils. Consolidation of the residual foundation soils under the embankment
loading is rapid with a high percentage of consolidation occurring very shortly
after application of the embankment load (Reference 78). The rapid consolida-
tion of the embankment and foundation soils above the water table occurs
because the soils are not fully saturated. Under loading the unsaturated soil
voids are rapidly compressed resulting in quick consolidation. Below the
water table the hydrodynamic consolidation occurs rapidly because of the small
amounts of compression, and the rapid pore pressure dissipation afforded by
the relict cracks in the in-situ saprolite.

Foundation settlements are calculated assuming the full embankment weight
and the reservoir empty. A profile near boring A-103 is selected for this
calculation. This profile includes 55 ft of embankment material overlying
20 ft of residual saprolites (N<100) and 10 ft of partially weathered rock.
The calculation indicates total foundation settlements (excluding the embank-
ment) of only 5-1/2 inches. Experience with construction on similar soils,
plus calculations for time-rate of settlement for the above soil profile
using the consolidation test data, indicate that most of the settlement
occurs apidly as the load is applied during embankment construction. The
amount of foundation compression remaining after completion of embankment
construction is calculated to be about 2/3 inch for the above described soil
profile.

Variations in foundation conditions under the dam are not abrupt, but occur
over relatively large horizontal distances, and the abutments are relatively
flat-sloping. Furthermore, the foundation conditions are good, and settlements
will be relatively small. Some differential settlement occurs, over consider-
able hJrizontal distances, and is not excessive for the embankment. Therefore,
cracking of the embankment is of no concern in the design.

In-Situ Wave Velocity Measur. ents

Two test locations are selected on the axis of the SNSW Pond Dam. The primary
location, near boring A-103 is in Lake Wylie at a water depth of approximately
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7 ft with the water surface at elevation 566. The second location, near
boring A-105, is on shore but close to the shore line. The zones of primary
interest for shear wave measurements are the residual soil and partially
weathered rock which overlie.the unweathered rock. A description of the test
procedures is presented in Section 2.5.4.2.
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2.5.6.4.4 Settlement and Overbuild

Compression of embankment material is calculated for the maximum height of
such material under its own weight with the reservoir empty. A profile near
boring A 101 is selected fcr this calculation. This profile includes 75 ft
of embankment (overlying 10 ft of partially weathered rock). This calcula-
tion, using conservative interpretations of the consolidation tests, indicates
a total embankment compression (excluding foundation compression) of 16 inches.
This calculated settlement is about two percent of the dam height, a value
that is often taken as a guide to estimate anticipated and acceptable compres-
sion for earthfill dams constructed of these types of soils. The calculated
post-construction crest settlement attributable to compression of 75 ft of
embankment soil is estimated at about 2-1/3 inches, based on the consolidation
test data. Comparisons between measured and calculated settlements of the
embankment crest at a time beginning after construction are given in FSAR
Section 2.5.6.10.

To compensate for settlement and to maintain design freeboard, the crest of
the dam is conservatively cambered two feet above the finished design elevation
at the maximum dam section. The camber used in other areas is proportional to
the height of the fill. Settlement monitering afte construction is presented
in Sectic, 2.5.G.8.

2.5.6.4.5 Fill Placement

A listing of the equipment used to construct the embankment is provided in
Table 2.5.6-4.

Throughout the placement of compacted earthfill, the distribution and gradation
of materials are controlled to assure that no lun.ps, pockets, or layers of
material differing substantially in texture and gradation from surrounding mate-
rials occur. After dumping, the material is spread in a nine-inch thick hori-
zontal or nearly horizontal layer over the fill area. Harrowing, if required
to break up and blend fill material or to obtain uniform moisture distribution
is performed after spreading.

Compactien is pe, formed at moisture contents within plus three to minus one
percent of optimum, based on Standard Proctor Tests for the particular soil.
Meisture checks are performed in accordance with ASTM D 2216 at a frecuency of
approximately four per day. Soil having a moisture content outside the speci-
fied limits is either wetted or dried to adjust moisture content prior to
compaction, or removed. Results of moisture checks are presented in Figure

|2.5.6-34A.

After determining that moisture content and other conditions in a layer are
satisfactory, the layer is compacted to attain not less than 96 percent of the i

Standard Proctor Density (ASTM D C08). Determination of compaction is per-
formed in accordance with ASTM D 2937, Shelby Tube Method, for each change in
soil type or borrow source, and on a frequency of every 2500 cubic yards
placed. Locations and results of field density tests are shown on Figures
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| 2. 5. 6-31 and 2. 5. 6-340. In addition, random undisturbed samples of the field-
compacted fill are obtained and teste' laboratory triaxial shear to verify
that the as-constructed embankmont me,' or exceeds design shear strength re-
quirements. Figure 2.5.6-31 shows spr.tial distribution of samples taken for
Triaxial Shear Tests. With each Standard Proctor Test (performed at a frequency

,
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of approximately two per day and at each minor change in soil type or borrow
area source), tests are performed to determine grain size distribution (ASTM
0 422), liquid limit (ASTM D 423), and plastic limit (ASTM D 424) of the soil
material. Refer to Section 2.5.6.4.2 for results of the triaxial shear and
classification tests.-

2.5.6.4.6 Protection Required of Fill Surfaces and Stockpiles During
Construction

During construction, the central portion of the dam is maintained slightly
higher than the sides so that the top of the fill drains freely toward the
side slopes.

2.5.6.4.7 Blanket Drain

A zoned blanket drain is located in the downstream side of the dam below
original ground elevation 570, and a toe drain above elevation 570. The
blanket drain extends one quarter of the dam width into the dam, as shown on
Figures 2.5.6-1 and 2.5.6-35. The fine and coarse filter materials are placed
and compacted to a minimum relative density of 80 percent in accordance with
ASTM D 2049. Field measurements of gradation and density are performed at
a minimum frequency of once a day or every 400 tons of material placed.
Materials that fail the gradation test are removed. Materials that fail the
density test are recompacted or removed.

Details of the drain are shown on Figure 2.5.6-2. Filter material gradation
requirements and gradation test results are shown on Figures 2.5.6-36 through
2.5.6-38.

Field density test results are shown on Figure 2.5.6-35. A discussion of the
filter gradation is presented in Section 2.5.6.6.3.

2.5.6.4.8 Special Fill Placement Activities

Foundation preparation requires controlling groundwater in several areas.
Temporary foundaticn drains are placed in such areas as shown on Figure 2.5.6-
20. The drains consist of trench excavations filled with and having at the
low point vertical pipe arrangements for pumping, The granular materials
consist of No. 67 coarse filter gravel overlaid by an approximately one-foot
thick fine filter of concrete sand. The vertical pipe is constructed of
open-ended barrels placed end to end as the fill progresses. The maximum
vertical height of such barrels is approximately 35 feet. Periodic pumping
maintained low water levels in the drain during foundation preparation and
initial fill placement.

The locations of the foundation drains are such that they do not affect the
stability of the dam. However, for conservatism, grouting programs were
initiated after the embankment was placed to an elevation such that the drains
were no longer required. Grout take was minimal. The vertical barrels were
filled with concrete.
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2.5.6.5 , Slop? Strbility*
,

2.5.6.5.1 Stability Criteria

The dam section is analyzed and designed for slopt stability under the fol-
lowing limiting conditions:

Slope Loading Minimum Safety
Condition Factor Required

1. End of Construction

IA Upstream Slope 1.25

18 Downstream Slope 1.25 |

2. Steady Seepage
Cooling Pond Elevation =571
Lake Wylie Elevation =550
(Loss of Lake Wylie Dam)

2A Upstream Slope 1.50
-

28 Downstream Slope 1.50

3. Sudden Drawdown of Lake Wylie
Elevation $91.8 (Maximum Flood Level)

' to Elevation 550 (Loss of Lake Wylie
Dam)

Downstream Slope 1.25

4. Sudden Drawdown of Cooling Pond
Elevation 58/.0 to Elevation 567.0

Upstream Slope 1.25

5. Steady Seepage (Seismic-Finite
Element Analysis) with SSE
Superimposed. Normal Full Pond
Elevation 571 and Lake Wylie
Level 569.4. 1.05

2.5.6.5.2 Design Mt' hods

The SNSW Pond Dam is a numogeneous earthfill structure which is designed using
the stability criteria presented in Section 2.5.6.5.1 and design shear strength
parameters for foundation and embankment materials as presented in Sections
2.5.6.2.1.2 and 2.5.6.4.2 and on Table 2.5.6-2. Figure 2.5.6-39 shows the
representative dam cross-section selected for analysis. It is representative
of the as-built dam cross-section for greatest height above partially weathered
rock, which occurs in the areas between Stations 1+75 and 6+50. The selected
analysis cross-section includes a foundation zone of firm to dense /very dense
coarse grained saprolite between the embankment and partially weathered rock.
As shown on Figure 2.5.6-1, this zone of material is removed during the foundation
preparation activities up to about Station 4+00, and replaced with compacted
fill, bearing directly on the partially weathered rock.

.
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The static stability analyses results described in the following sections are
representations for the cross-sections between the Stations 1+75 and 4+00.
These values are conservative because the static shear strengths assigned to
the firm to dense /very dense coarse grained saprolite soils for analysis
purposes are slightly lower than the values assigned to compacted structural
fill. (See Table 2.5.6.2)

The dynamic stability analyses are likewise conservative for the cross-sections
between about Stations 1+75 and 4+00 because the shear modulus of the coarse
grained residual soils is higher than that of the compacted fill (Figure
2.5.6-40). As stated in Section 2.5.6.5.4, the use of a higher shear modulus
gives more conservative results for induced cyclic shear stresses in the
embankment. Hence, the stability analyses results for the cross-section
stratigraphy shown on Figure 2.5.6-39, including the foundation saprolite zone,
are conservative from both the static and dynamic viewpoint.

2.5.6.5.3 Static Stability Evaluation

Static stability analyses of the dam are performed for: (1) end of ccnstruc-
tion condition; (2) steady state seepage through the dam with the worst combi-
nation of water levels; (3) sudden drawdown of the Lake Wylie water level fr7m
maximum flood level; (4) sudden drawdown of the Standby Nuclear Service Water
Pond.

For the end of construction condition, prior to pond filling, the unsaturated-
unconsolidated-undrained shear strengths (Q) are used. The shear strength is
expressed as total stresses and stability analysis is done in terms of total
stresses. This analysis contains the implication that the field pore pressures
will not exceed those experienced in laboratory tests.

The critical steady state seepage condition occurs with the pond level stabi-
lized at the maximum storage level which can be maintained for a period suffi-
cient to produce seepage throughout the embankment. The saturated-consoli-
dated-undrained, corrected for pore pressure shear strength (RsS) is used ins

this stability analysis. The.e tests are conducted on saturated samples,
which simulates the saturated condition of the soil in the embankment. The
analysis is done in terms of effective stresses, using hydrostatic pressures
as a conservative assumption for the pore pressures present. The analysis
ignores capillary action, which adds conservatism to the pore pressure esti-
mates by not attempting to account for increased ef fective stress (and greater
soil s'.rength resulting from capillary tension) (Reference 80, page 373).

The sudden drawdown condition applies where the water level is lowered faster
than excess moitture can escape from the embankment. The saturated-consolida-
tion undrained, not corrected for pore pressure, or total (R) shear strengths
are used in this stability analysis. The downstream and upstream face are
assumed to be subject to drawdown and require analysis. The zone analyzed is
conservatively considered saturated from the maximum flood level to the maximum
drawdown level.

1
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In the analyses, a rotational shear displacement of a segment of the enbankment
and/or its foundatica is press.med and the safety factor defined as the ratio
of the resisting moments provided by the soil shear strength and weight to the
sum of the moments tending to produce motion. A computer program is used to
allow many different assumed circular arc failure surfaces to be checked. In
addition, hand calculations of some trial failure surfaces are performed. All
calculations are performed using the circular arc and method of slices (Refer-
ence 81).

The results of the st:Atic stability analyses are presented in Table 2.5.6-5
and Figure 2.5.6-41. These results show the dam exceeds the design criteria
for factor of safety given in Section 2.5.6.5.1.

| Evaluation of wedge failu.e modes is not considered necessary due to the
) relatively small differer.ces in shear strength assigned to the saprolite soil
! and embankment material. Foundation preparation renoved all saprolite founda-
| tion soils having standard penetration test blow counts !?ss than about 27

blows from the deep area of the dam embankment.

|

|
1

i

|
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of the cyclic loading tests, expressed as field strength (Tf)g , are summa-rized in Figure 2.5.6-14.

The vertical component of earthquaks #4 tion does not appreciably affect the
shear stresses calculated on horizontai planes in an earth dam (Serf, Seed,
Makdisi and Chang, 1976). Hence, only horizontal motion is employed to cal-
culate the shear stresses induced in the embankment. For the SNSW pond em-
bankment, however, a vertical motion equal to two thirds the horizontal motion
was beluded. For multidirectional horizontal shaking, level ground in the
N ree field" is affected by both horizontal components of earthquake motion.
A dam, however, may respond much less in the longitudinal direction (along
the length) then in the transverse direction; such evidence for a preferred
upstream-downstream direction of motion appears in the seismoscope record
of the Lower San Fernando Dam in the 1971 California earthquake. For the

*

analyses of shear stresses induced in the SNSW Pond Dam, only upstream-down-
stream horizontal shaking is considered appropriate. This is ccnsistent'

with the usual practice in analyzing earth dams (Serf, Seed, Makdisit, Chang,
1976).

The seismic response and dynamic shear stresses induced in the embankment are
analyzed with the computer program QUAD-4, developed at the University of
Californie et Berkeley (Reference 89). This program allows, as input, both
horizontal end bertical earthquake motions, and modulus and damping values
that are strain dependent for each finite element of the mesh. The static
finite element analysis provides values of it,itial effective confining stress.
These data are then used in conjunction with the relations of Figure 2.5.6-40
to assign the initial modulus values to each finite element. Full Lake Wylie
level is used in the analysis since this produces lower normal stresses within
the embankment thm would be obtained with a lower Lake Wylie level and thus
produces lower safety factors under cyclic loading. Normal SNSW Pond level
is used. Higher pcac or lake levels corresponding to flood conditions are
considered inappropriate for anlyses of cyclic loadirg by the SSE, since this
would involve combination of extreme events (flood p7us SSE). Analyses of
earth structures involving the OBE are considered unnecessary due to less
severe cyclic ioading (compared to SSE).

Figure 2.5.6-47 shows the relationship determined to repNsent the "most
probable" damping values at various strain levels for the embankment and
foundation material while Figure 2.5.6-48 shows the "rm t probable" values
of shear mc<hnus parameter (K2m) r the materials. Figure 2.5.6-18 pre-

; w nte the variation of shear modulus with strain. Computations are done to
! eveldate what effect some variation in damping and modulus has in the com-
puted cyclic shear stresses. Holding the damping to the "most probable"
values on Figurc 2.5.6-47, the most probable K values ary increased by2m
25 percent and the cyclic shear stresses computed. The result is that cyclic
shear stresses increase up to 30 percent in the saprolite and up to 28 per-
cent in the embankment. The elements in the center of the embankment, where

Serf, N. Seed, H. B. Makdisi, F. I. and Chang, C. Y., " Earthquake Induced
Deformations of Earth Dams" Report No. EERC 76-4, Callege of Engineering,
University of California, Berkeley, California, September, 1976.
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the local safety factor (see below) is lowest experience 22 to 24 percent
increase in cyclic shear stress for the 25 percent increase in K Next,2m.
holding the K values to the most probable values, the damping is decreased2mu
to the lower bound condition shown on Figure 2.5.6-47. The result is that
elements in the saprolite experience up to 30+ percent higher cyclic shear
stress, and those in the embankment experience up to 25 percent higher cyclic
shear stress. Thus, the conclusion is that the most conserva*.ive combination
of modulus and damping is the highest modulus at the same time with lowest
damping. The lowest damping used is ultraconservatively taken 50 percent
below the most probable values within the range of computed shear strains ex-
perienced during the earthquake.

The calculations indicate a first natural period of the embankment foundation
section analyzed, when subjected to the earthquake loading, of 0.4 to 0.5
seconds for high modulus, low damping, and 0.5 to 0.6 seconds for "most
probable" values of modulus and damping. Reference to the response spectra
for SSE conditicas on Figure 2.5.2-5 shows that, for a range of periods less
than 0.5 to 0.6 seconds, the spectral acceleration are at abw t their maximum
values. Thus, the high modulus-low damping condition placad the embankment
in the region of highest spectral accelerations. Hence, this combination of
modulus and damping propert.ies for all three materials simultaneously is
judged to be adequately conservative and additional combinations of modulus
and damping for the embankment, saprolite and partially weathered rock ma-
terials judged to be unnecessary.

The combination of 25 percent high modulus-50 percent b;w damping is used
to compute the cyclic shear stresses for the finite element evaluation of the
embankment and foundation.

,

Output from the QUAD-4 program includes the maximum values of horizontal and
vertical accelerations at each node point, along with their time of occurrence,
the time history of cyclic shear stress in each elmant, and the time history
of cyclic shear strain in each element. The peak cyclic shear stresses induced
by applying each of the four synthetic time historiu shown in Figures
2.5.6-49A, -498, -49C, and -490 are computed. The cyclic shear stresses
(I )l0 used in tha subsequent evaluation of embankment stability are the
average of four values of peak shear stress thus computed for each & cent
under consideration, multiplied by a reduction factor of 0.65 as rec 6mmended
by Seed to represent an equivalent uniform cyclic shear stress. The static
finite element analysis results for initial shear stress and effective normal
stress are used in conjunction with the test results on Figure 2.5.6-14 to
determine the uniform cyclic shear stress (T7)l0 required to cause 5 percent
strain potential at any location within the dam below the line of saturation.

The dynamic shear strength (T is not added to the static shear stressesxy)10
in calculating the factor of safety of.eacn element.

The safety of the dam is then evaluated by comparing the shear stresses induced
during the earthquake motion (t )10 with the shear stresses required to cause
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5 percent strain (17)10 I the latter stresses everywhere exceed the induced
stresses by an appropriate margin (Section 2.5.6.5.1), the dam is expected to
have adequate safoty during the SSE.

The results of the evaluations of cyclic shear stress responsa and the avail-
able cyclic shear strength are presented in Figure 2.5.6-50. The evaluations
show that the available cyclic shear strength (17)10 exceeds the induced shear

stresses (If) throughout the ambankment. The factory of safety, defined as

(If)10 + I'xy)10 has a minimum local value of 1.06 at the embankment centerline

of surface 2 and has minimum val ms of 1.14 and 1.13 on surfaces 1 and 3,
respectively. This exceeds the minircum required safety factor criterion of
1.05 (Section 2.5.6.5.1).

For SSE loading, the local factor of safety for each finite element is tab-
g j'jj ulated on Figure 2.5.6-52. As described above, the lowest local factor of
' safety for all locations in the dam is 1.06, which occured at the embankment

centerline of surface 2 (Figure 2.5.6-50).

The lowest row of elements on Figure 2.5.6-5? represents the partially
weathered rock. Due to its nature, is is unne~ssary to include this material
in the cyclic strength determination. Th- "ows of elements on Figure
2.5.6-52 represent embankment material at- of saturation, which
condition makes it inappropriate to inclut. .1ents in the cyclic
strength determination.

The Newmark nethod was applied to the embankreent for estimating any permanent
deformations due to the seismic shaking. The original concept as proposed
by Newmark (1965) was broadened to consider the amplifying characteristics
of the embankment rather than assuming simply rigid body behavior. The methodinvolves the following steps:

A yield acceleration (i.e., an acceleration at which a potential-

sliding surface would develop a safety factor of unity) is deter-
mined.

Earthquake induced accelerations in the embankment are determined-

using dynamic response analyses, and average accelerations (seismic
coefficient) for various potential sliding masses are determined.

Newmark, N. M., " Effects of Earthquakes on Dams and Embankments," Geoteghni ge,
Volume 15, No. 2, January 1965.

Franklin, Arley G., and Chang, Frank K., " Permanent Displacements of Earth
Embankments by Newmark Sliding Block Analysis," WES Miscellaneous Paper '

S-71-77, November 1977.
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For a given potentiai sliding mass, when the reduced acceleration-

exceed the calculated yield acceleration, movements are assumed
to occur along the direction of the failure plane and the magnitude
of the displacement would be evaluated by double acceleration pro-
cedures. For conservctism, the potential sliding mass was accele-
rated in a direction perpendicular to the critical circle radius at
its intersection with r,he mass center of gravity. Newmark (1965),
and Franklin and Chang (1977) have made such displacement calcula-
tions for dams of various heights and their results may be utilized
to estimate the range of displace 0ents for a given cam being analyzed.

The seismic coefficients were calculated using the shear team method developed
by Seed and Martin (1966). The seismic coefficients for various elevations
within the embankment are as follows:

Horizontal Seismic Coefficient
for Horizontal Bedrock Acceleration

Height of.0.15g (SSE)

Crest .404

3/4 .344

1/2 .284

1/4 .211

The seismic coefficients vary with elevation in a manner that is shown from
the tabulation above plotted graphically on Figure 2.5.6-50A. Figure 2.5.6-
50A is taken from the work of Makdisi and Seed (1977). Also, shown at the

topofFigure2.5.6-50Aisthemaximumcrestacceleration(bm x) f 0.386g
computed from the finite element analyses using high modulus and low damping
as described previously. Figure 2.5.6-50A shows the seismic coefficients
used in the Newmark analyses are conservative with respect to seismic coef-
ficients that would be derived based on the peak crest acceleration from the
finite elements analyses and using the average line from Makdisi and Seed
(1977).

Franklin and Chang (1977) show the variation of standardized permanent dis-
placement with the ratic of yield acceleration (resistance coefficient) to

Makdisi, F. I. , and Seed, H. B. , "A Simplified Procedure for Estimating
Earthquake - Induced Deformations In Dams and Embankments," Report No.
UCB/EERC 77-19, College of Engineering, University of California, Berkeley,
August, 1977.

Seed, H. B., and Martin, G. R., "The Seismic Coefficient in Earth Dam Design,"
Proceedings of ASCE, SM & FD Journal No. SM3, May 1966. '
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maximum earthquake acceleration (seismic coefficient) for 179 baseline-corrected
accelerograms. Their work shows, ior yield accelerations corresponding to
0.8 to 0.9 times the maximum acceleration (seismic coefficient), the computed

: displacement.is 1 inch or.less. This finding essentially agrees with Newmark's
work.

The analyses of the SNSW Pono Dam yielded a Newmark's safety factor .f. minimum
1.12 (Table 2.5.6-6A) or a yield acceleration to maximum earthquake accelera- '

tion ratio greator than 1. This leads.to the conclusion that the computed
( permanent displacement of the embankment as a result of shaking by the SSE

is less than an inch.

:

,
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D15 Fine = 0.14 I"* 360 = 180
'= 10*8 and =

015 Fill 0.013 K Fill 2

rine Filter and Coarse, Filter

D15 Coarse = 6.5 - 2.7
1241.12 085 Fine 3 -

D50 Coarse 9
= 6 to 0=

050 Fine 1 to 1.5
-

D15 Coarse , 2.6 arse ,_14,300= 18*5 and = 40
| D15 Fine 0.14 K Fine 360

The toe drain shown on Figure 2.5.6-2 lies completely above elevation 570.0
and therefore does,not perform as a filter. The small quantity of material
used for the toe drain is the same material that was used for the blanket
drain coarse and fine filters. Two gradation tests were used to control
classification of the fine layer of the toe drain. The gradation curves
for those tests fall within the limits of test results for the blanket drain .

fine filter shown on Figure 2.5.6-33.

Three gradation tests were used to control classification of the coarse
layer of the toe drain. The gradation curves for those tests tall within

the limits of test results for the blanket drain coarse filter shown on
Figure 2.5.6-36.

For the upsteam and downstream slope protection filter layer, the gradation
limits are shown on Figure 2.5.6-33 as follows:

Maximum 015 0.64 mm=

Minimum D15 0.15 mm=

Average D50 5 mm=

The following calculation verify that the criteria relating to retention
of soil particles are met by the upstream and downstream filter layer:1241.;2

D15 Filter = 0.64 = 1'6
085 Fill 0.40

050 Filter 5
050 Fill 0.20= 25

=

As discussed in Section 2.5.6.6.2, the differential hydrostatic head across
the SNSW Pond Dam is small, and therefore the filter material on the slope
serves only as a uniform, coarse bedding material for the riprap. Details
of the riprap are provided in Section 2.5.6.4.3.

<

l
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An inspection team, consisting of engineers, engineering geologists, or other
specialist, usually meet prior to the on-site inspection to review design
criteria, instrument 6 tion data, and previous inspection reports. A detailed
inspectior. report is prepared after each inspection to document results of
the inspection and to recamm:nd any remedial measures which may be required.

As a result of the recently conducted fourth inspection, measures were taken
to 1) remove localized vegetation from the stone slope protection, 2) repair
localized erosion areas around the SNSW Pond, and 3) remove debris (limbs,
leaves, stones) from around the intake for the SNSW Outlet Works. The local-
ized erosion represents three small areas described as follows:

Arer No.1: This area is located on the pond bank opposite the shcet-leg
SNSW Discharge Structure and is the site of the excavation re-
quired to install the long-leg SNSW Discharge Pipe. Construc-

1241.8 tion in this area is 'smplete, the area has been grassed, and
the area is not cur ~ently eroding.

Area No. 2: This area is located below the concrete batch plant. The soils
in this area are very erosion resistant as a result of near sur-
face boulders and gravel. Although eresion at this site was ex-
tremc y insignificant, lhe area was grassed as a result of re-
commendations in the fourth inspection report.

Area No. 3: This area is located below the landfill site. It is sufficiently
far from the pond and buffered from the pond with trees and
vegetation to make erosion of na consequence. The area was
grassed as recommended in the fourth inspection report.

The'three areas described obove represents a combtced acreage of 0.3 acres.
This is less than 0.1 percent of the SNSW Pond drainage area.

There has not been any abnormal hazardous conditions observed during anv of
the inspections, topies of the inspection reports are kept at the site for
reference purposes and review. Inspections will be made throughout the life
of the plant and will be in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.127 except
as noted in Table 1.8-1.

2.5.6.9 Construction Notes

No significant construction problems occur during construction of the SNSW
Pond Dam. As shown on Figure 2.5.6-22, continuous prsgress is made in placing
fill curing construction seasons.

,

2.5.6.10 ,0perational Notes

No significant problems have occurred since completion of the SNSW Pond Dam.
Embankment performance is satisfactory as evidenced by the following data
obtained from the instrumentation defined in Section 2.5.6.8:

O20I'7 At the time the downstream cofferdam was breached on about the first I1)
of November 1978, Piezometers Nos.1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 were dry.
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2) At the time the downstream cofferdam was breached on about the first
of November 1978, the water levels in Piezometer Nos. 4 and 8 were El.
539.0 and El. 545.8, respectively.

The piezometers were read thereafter with the results shown on Figure 2.5.6-53.
Shown on Figurc 2.5.6-53 (Sheet 5), are the levels of Lake Wylie. During
tre time shown on Figure 2.5.6-53, the average level of the SNSW Per:d was

1241.7 aucut at normal pond elevation 571.0, with minor fluctuation. For each piezo-
meter location, the estimated pnreatic elevation for static conditions (where-
in the SNSW Pond is at normal pond elevation 571 and Lake Wylie is at full
pond 569.4) is shown as a dotted line. Comparison of the estimated elevations
with the measured data on Figure 2.5.6-53 indicates the estimated phreatic
elevations were appropriate.

3) The dam was completed in late 1977 as shown on Figure 2.5.6-22. Post
(onstruction settlement monitoring began on March 3, 1978, and is con-

) tinuing. The interpreted results of the monitoring program through
| September 4,1981 are listed below for selected dates:

Settlement, Ft., Since March 1978

Nominal Depth Sept. Sept. Sept. Sept.
Station Monument Fill, Ft. 1978 1979 1980 1981

0+50 SM-1 35 .03 .07 .07 .07
1+00 SM-2 55 .045 .08 .08 .08
1+50 SM-3 65 .04 .09 .09 .09
2+00 SM-4 75 .035 .075 .075 .075
2+50 SM-5 75 .035 .07 .07 .07
3+50 SH-6 75 .035 .075 .075 .075
4650 SM-7 70 .025 .065 .065 .065
6+50 SM-8 50 .015 .04 .04 .04
8+50 "M-9 45 .015 .04 .04 .04
10+50 SM-10 35 .01 .025 .025 .025
13+50 SM-11 15 .01 .03 .03 .03
16+50 SM-12 5 .01 .03 .03 .03

Essentially no settlement has been measured since mid-1979, less than two
years after the end of construction. This is compatible with Duke's exper-
ience with rate of settlement on similar embankment dams of similar soils.

The settlement monitoring shows a crest settlement (obtained by subtracting
measured elevations from the elevation on March 1978) of only 0.07 to 0.09
ft in the areas of maximum embankment height above prepared foundation. The
measured elevations of the settlement monuments are plot'.ed versus time on

|Figure 2.5.6-53A (12 sheets). The measured settlements are compatible with
those that can be estimated for the same time period using laboratory con-
solidation tests and considering the embankment construction sequence. For
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stations on the south abutment, the following tabulation provides measured
total and differential settlements (computed from the measured point values)
since March 1978; also tabulated are calculated total and differential set-

tiements for the same stations. The tabulation shows that measured diffcren-
tial settlements are less than the calculated values for the same time period.
However, neither the meaeured nor the calculated differential settlements

are of sufficient magnitude to be of engineering concern for the integrity
or performance of the dam.

Calculated
Measaved Measured Calculated Di f ferential

Settlement Differential Settlement Settlement
Monument Station 3/78-9/79 3/78-9/79 3/78-9/79 3/78-9/79

Ft Ft Ft Ft

SM-1 0+50 .07 .035

.010 .060

SM-2 1+00 .08 .095

.010 .022

'

SM-3 1+50 .09 .117

.015 .021

SM-4 2+00 .075 .138

Figure 2.5.6-53B shows the crest elevations at stations along the length of
the SNSW Pond Dam. In May 1982, the crest elevation was well above the de-
sign crest (elevation 595) at all stations of the dam (including the areas
of maximum embankment height) except for locations near the northern end of
the dam, beyond about station 14+00. In this latter area, the crest is not
yet constructed to the design crest elevation. This area will be constructed
to the design crest elevation.

4) Total measured flow, groundwater plus seepage, for the 60 day monitor-
ing period ranges from 68 to 76 gpm. A case flow of 48 gpm was measured
before pond filling began, therefore, seepage flow is estimated to be
20 to 28 gpm. Seepage of 20 to 28 gpm was obtained by subtracting the

1240*24 base flow recorded on May 24, 1978 (48 gpm) before pond filling from the
range of flow measured after pond filling commenced (68 gpm on 9/15/78 1

and 76 gpm on 8/29/78). The flow measurements were obtained by recording
the time in seconds required to fill a five gallon bucket. The measure-
ments represent overflow from basins filled by water routed through 1

ditches downstream and parallel to the toe of the dam. !
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TABLE 2.5.6-6A

SAFETY FACTORS OF SNSW POND DAM
UNDER EARTHQUAKE LOAUING, PSEUD 0-DYNAMIC

AND NEWMARK ANALYSES
SECTION THROUGH 80 RINGS idl7 & A118

Calculated Safety Factor
Maximum Safety Earthquake Loading

Slope ' Condition Factor Required Pseudo-Dynamic Newmark*

4

FS FS'

. Upstream Steady Seepage 1.05 1.16 1.12
Pond at Elevation
571 Lake Wylie at
Elevation 569.4
SSE Superimposed

Downstream Steady Seepage 1.05 1.17 1.15
Pond at Elevation
571 Lake Wylie at
Elevation 569.4
SSE Superimposed

'

*According to Newmark's method, mavimum displacement of dam will be less than
about 1 in, when FS' is greater thoa cr equal 1.00.

:
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More irregular structures. including the Containment interior structure and-the
Auxiliary Building are represented as three dimensional stick models with
lumped masses at the nodes. A detailed description of these models is given
in Section 3.7.2.1.1.2.

All models are considered fixed at the base where they rigidly connect to a
massive reinforced concrete foundation on solid rock or fill concrete extending
to solid rock. All structural elements with no interconnection other than
through the foundation are modeled as a separate and complete structural
system. No interaction is considered for separate structural systems supported
on the same foundation. See Section 3.7.2.4 for a more detailed discussion.
3.7.2.3.2 Component and System Modeling

For a description of the criteria and procedures used for component and system
modeling, see Section 3.7.3.

3.7.2.4 Soil / Structure Interaction

All major Category I structures are founded on solid rock and/or fill con-
}220.2? crete extending to solid rock as discussed in Section 3.7.1.4. Since no

major Category I structures are supported on soil there is no variation in
structural behavior as a rerult of soil / structure interaction. Interaction
of adjacent structures founded on sound rock at the Catawba Nuclear Station
will not result in a significant variation trcm the " free field" seismic con-
dition. This is verified f ar the Reactor Building of the McGuire Nuclear
Station which is identical to Catawba Nuclear Station. (This is documented
in McGuire FSAR Section 3.7.2.4).

The design of substructure walls of the Auxiliary Building and several as-
sociated structures with respect to seismic lateral earth pressure was cone
by a conservative interpretation of recommendations in reference 17. A hori-
zontal oressure resulting from 18% of the weight of a wedge of soil was used
which produced an incremental seismic lateral earth pressure of 61% of the
static at rest earth pressure. This incremental pressure was applied at a
height or two-thirds of the distance above the base of the wall and added to
the static (at rest) earth pressure.

For comparison with another state-of-the-art method, soil pressure was cal-
culated using a Mononobe-0kabe seismic coefficient analysis taken from re-
ference 25. Using this reference K which is a total (static and seismic)AE

coefficient was calculated. Then after calculation of K , the corresponding
A

active earth pressure coefficient, an incremental seismic lateral coefficient
AK w s then applied to the at rest carth pressure coefficient, K , and theAE g

A
resultant of the pressure was conservatively applied at a point two-thirds
of the wall height above the base.

As is shown by the soil pressure diagrams for the Auxiliary Building in
Figure 3.7.2-25, the original design for this structure is conservative com-
pared to the results for the Mononobe-Okabe seismic coefficient analysis.

3.7-11 Rev. 7
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All other Category I structures have been checked using the Mononobe-Okabe
analysis and were found to have been designed conservatively. Soil pressures

) and resultant forces used in this check are presented in Table 3.7.2-4.

Groundwater pressure against safety related structures is relieved by an
underdrain system as described in Section 2.4.13.5.

The following Category I Structures are not founded on continuous rock but
'

are supported on earth or weathered rock. The maximum allowable bearing
pressure assumed for foundation design for structures is 3000 psf for earth
and 15000 psf for weathered rock.

]220.15 HSW + SNSW Intake Structure
NSW + SNS'd Discharge Structure
NSW Electrical Conduit Manholes
Pipe Trench to Reactor Make-up and Refueling Water Storage Tanks

For each of the structures listed above, it has been determined that the
structure moves with the ground motion during an earthquake to account for
the soil-structure interaction effect. The seismic analysis for soil struc-
ture interaction performed for these facilities considers the similar analysis
of inertial and static effects as outlined for buried seismic Category I
facilities in Section 3.7.3.12.

3.7.2.5 Development of Floor Response Spectra

Figures 2.5.2-5 reflect the time-history spectra and site design spectra.

The synthetic earthquakes used to generate the time-history spectra in Figures
2.5.2-5 are used to generate response spectra at elevations in structures that
house systems and components which are required to be designed for seismic
excitation.

The analytical technique used to generate the response spectra at specified
elevations in a structure is the time-history method. The acceleration time-
history of each elevation is retained for the generation of response spectra
reflecting the maximum acceleration of a single-degree of-freedom system for a
range of frequencies at the respective elevation.

Vertical response spectra are not generated. The floor slabs in Category 1
structures were examined for flexibility and were found to be sufficiently
stif f to justify the assumption of negligible amplification in the vertical
direction.

Damping values for the structural model are selected from Section 3.7.1.3,
" Critical Damping Values."

TIME-HISTOR,V ANALYSIS-

The time-history of the specified mass points is determined by the modal
method in which the responses in the normal modes are determined separately,
then superimposed to provide the total response to a specified base input
motion.

3.7-11a Rev. 7
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For each wave type, the full ground motion was assumed for calculat-
ing pipe stresses. This is conservative, since the ground motion
is actually the result of summing the ccatribution from each of the
wave types.

B. Seismic shear wave propagation velocity - 2000 fps; compression
wave propatation velocity - 4200 fps.

C. Maximum ground acceleraticn - Bedrock, 0.15g.
Backfill 0.40g.

1220.35
'

D. Coefficient of subgrade reaction (K) for site backfill material
(varies with pipe size).

1241.10 Average value - 1,580 psi /in

E. Friction coefficient - 0.3

F. Poisson's ratio - 0.35 for soil, 0.25 for rock

G. Shear wave velocity of rock 7000 fps, Rayleign wave velocity 6000
fps.

Information on the other properties of tne subsurface materials is presented
in Chapter 2.

The coef ficient of subgrade reaction (K) was deterrained by the method des-
cribed in Reference 16 and the seismic wave material velocity obtained from
the site. Varying the shear wave velocity of the soil by 25% will result
in an increase and decrease of the coefficient; this will respectively in-
crease and decrease stress on the pipe. The resulting maximum stress value
thus calculated is still less than the allowable pipe stress.

The coefficient of subgrade reaction (k ) was determined by the method de-g

scribed in Reference 16 (and outlined below) and the seismic wave material
velocity oistained from the site test data. Varying the velocity will result
in on increase and decrease of the coefficient; this will respectively in-
crease and decrease stress on the pipe. For calculation purposes the velocity
was assumed to vary by 25 percent. The resulting maximum overstress value
thus obtained is still less than the allowable pipe stress.

As described in Reference (16), the coefficient of subgrade reaction is a
function cf the elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio of the soil. While field
determination of the coefficient of subgrade reaction for foundation analyses
is sometimes done by plate load tests, such a method for determination of the
coefficient for analysis of buried pipes (subject to seismic deformations) is
not appropriate and would result in an unconservative analysis due to the low
value of the coefficient that would be so obtained. For use in seismic design
of pipes, the coefficient of subgrade reaction should be evaluated from the
elastic properties of the soil (as determined from dynamic tests) and an
appropriate equation relating the variables as follows:
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Geotechnique, December, 1955); k Terzaghi is not dependent on the flexi-si

bility of the beam (pipe) whereas k depends on the stiffness of the pipe re-g

lative to the soil. The coefficient k is indicated to have also approximatelyg

the same meaning as k' in Barkan, 1962, relating spring constants of rigid
foundations under vibratory loading to the concept of elastic-subgrade reaction.
Barkan provided values of the coefficient k' equal to 95 to 310 tons per cubic
foot (82 to 268 pounds per cubic inch or psi /in) for vertical dynamic loading '

of rigid machine foundations. Vesic (1965) determined by tests on large size
models of steel beams (WF rigid beams 8 inches wide) resting on a subgrade of
compacted micaceous silty sand (of residual origin; 37 percent passing No. 200
sieve) that k = 87 psi /in for static loads to about 14 psi pressure. Theg

static shear modulus of~the soil tested 'y Vesic was about 400 psi, and the
void ratio was 1.16. The seismic modulus of the soil tested by Vesic would
have been much higher, possibly by a factor of 20 to 30, which would indicate
ak of 1740 psi /in or higher and thus in the range used for small diameterg

pipes in the silty sand at Catawba.

(b) Static effects of displacements among structures to which the pip h
is attached. The Nuclear Service Water piping penetrates structures
supported on continuous rock -

Auxiliary Building
Diesel Generator Buildings
NSW/SNSW Pump Structure

and structures supported on partially weathered rock or earth -

NSW Intake Structure (lake)
SNSW Intake Structure (pond)
SNSW Discharge Structures.

There is also a r on-seismic connection to the Low Pressure Ser" ice Water
System piping for discharge during normal operation. The appropriate differen-
tial movements of the structure during the earthquake are imposed on the
piping, assuming a fixed end connection at the point of entry into the structure.

Vesic, A. B., Bending of Beams Resting on Isotropic Elastic Soild, Proc. ASCE,
Vol. 87, No. EM-2, 1961.

Vesic, A. B., " Beams on Elastic Subgrade and the Winkler's Hypothesis," pre-
pared for 6th World Conference on Soils and Fourdations, Montreal, 1965.

Barkan, D. D. , Dynamics of Bases and Foundations, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
New York, Naw York, 1962.
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The method of References 6 and / is used to calculate the resulting stresses.
An estimate for the coefficient of subgrade reaction is obtairsed from Reference
8.

(c) Effects of gross discontinuities. The seismic stability of the site
materials in which the NSW and SNSW piping is embedded is addressed by
subsurface data presented in Chapter 2. Based on this, postulated
effects of faulting or settlement due to vibratory ground motion are
excluded from the analysis of the piping.

The stresses calculated using the above methods, and conservatively
comained, are well within allowable limits for this piping.

(d) Coefficient of'subgrade reaction per unit length (k ) for site backfill1

g
material varies with pipe size and is tabulated lat?r.

3.7.3.13 Interactig! of Other Piping with Seismic Category I Piping

The principal means of preventing adverse interaction between seismic and non-
seismic piping is physical separation. In cases where seismic and non-seismic
piping connect, the design is such that the seismic boundary is protected.
Effects of the non-seismic piping are simulated or included in the asth model

; of the seismic portion. If necessary, seismic restraints are provided for a
reasonable distance beyond the seismic interface or to the first anchor in the
non-seitmit piping.

3.7.3.14 Seismic Analyses for Reactor Internals

Fuel assembly component stresses induced by horizontal seismic disturbances
are analyzed through the use of finite element coraputer modeling.

d

i

.

?
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Draft SER Section 9.1.5

"However, the applicant should verify-t at the above discussion.concerning ah

cask drop is also valid for the Oconee and McGuire casks when they are handled
at Catawba."

Ccmment

A cask drop evaluation is provided in FSAR Section 9 1.2.3 The cask dimensions
shown on Figures 9.1.2-4 and -5 envelop the currently available casks. Therefore,
this analysis would be valid for any cask used in shipping Oconee or McGuire
spent fuel.
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CNS

If this cen not be den.onstrated, then it is our position that you
verify'by test that the RCP5 can function satisfactorily for 30
minutes without component coolir.g water flow and provide redundant
safety grade indication of the loss of cocponent cooling water to
the puras in order to assure that the operator will have sufficient
time to trip them. Alternatively, you may provide redundant com-

~

ponent cooling water supply and return lines to/from the RCPs, or
an automatic trip of the RCPs on loss of component cooling water
flow.

Response:

Redundant safety grade (Class 1E) indication of the loss of component
cooling water to the reactor coolant pumps (RCP) will be provided to
assure that the operator will have sufficient time to trip the RCP's.
Two safety grade transmitters will be provided on the common header
supplying the reactor coolant pump motor upper and lower bearings,
and the reactor coolant pump thermal barriers. These transm'tters
will alarm on low flow in the control room. It has been verified,
by testing that the pumps can function satisfactorily for 10 minutes
without component cooling water flow. If component cooling water
flow cannot be re-established to the RCP's within 10 minutes follow-
ing a low flow alarm, the reactor and then the RCP's will be tripped
by the operator.

410.18 Indicate the effect of including the maximum worst case spent fuel
(9.2.5) pool cooling load on your analysis of the heat rejection capabilities

of the standby nuclear service water pond (SNSWP). It is unclear
if this load has been considered in your analysis of the 30-day heat
inputs to the $NSWP from the station auxiliary systems. Also pro-
vide a drawing showing the physical locations of the SNSWP intake
and discharge structures, the nuclear service water pump house, and
the interconnecting pipe routing.

Response:

The spent fuel pool heat lcad nas been included in the ultimate heat ~
sink analysis in Section 9.2.5.

The iccation of the SNSWP intake and discharge structures and the
nuclear service water pump house is shown on Figure 2.4.1-1. Inter-
connecting pipe routing is shown on Figures 9 5.4-10 and Q410.18-1.

410-9 Rev. 7
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9.2.5 ULTIMATE HEAT SINK

9.2.5.1 Design Bases

Two independent sources of nuclear service water are available to provide an adequate
supply of cooling water to dissipate waste heat rejected during a unit LOCA plus a
unit cooldown. These sources are separated and protected such that failure of one
does not induce failure of the other. Lake Wylie is the normal source of nuclear
service water. The emergency source is the Standby Nuclear Service Water Pond
(SNSWP).

The Nuclear Service Water System is designed to operate properly within a specific
temperature range. Calculations are performed to verify that the intake water is
within that range, and tnat there is a sufficient quantity of water to supply the
plant for a 30-day period.

9.2.5.2 Description

The Nuclear Service Water System is described in Section 9.2.1. During normal
operation Lake Wylie is the source of nuclear service water and also dissipates
the waste heat from the discharge. A lake surface elevation of 559.4 ft (169.3 m)
or greater is required for operation of the system. If Lake Wylie falls below
this elevation the SNSWP can be used to supply water and dissipate the waste heat
during shutdown and/or LOCA. The relationship of Lake Wylie, the SNSWP and the
Nuclear Service Water System is shown on Figures 9.2.1-1, -2, and -3.

Figure 2.4.1-1 shows the location of the SNSWP intake and discharge structures.
Figure 9.2.5-1 shows the intake and discharge configuration. The pump structure
for the NSW system is shown on Figure 2.4.11-1. At full pond elevation of 571 ft

| (174 m) ms1 the pond has a surface area of approximately 37 Ac (0.15 km ) as2

shown in Figure 9.2.5-2.

The effects of flood waters on the $NSWP are discussed in Section 2.4.8.

9.2.5.3 Design Evaluation

9.2.5.3.1 Analytical Madei

For analytical purposes the SNSWP at Catawba is treated as a series of stacked
horizontal layers of water. Operation of the pond is simulated by removing the
bottom slice, adding heat to it and then placing it on top of the stack where it
is permitted to cool. Cooling takes place only in the surface layer and at a
rate prcportional to tha water temperature excess above the equilibrium temper-
ature. The heat transfer is simulated by the following equation from Edinger
and Geyer (Reference 1):

dT _ -K(T-E)
dt pCd

where T = water temperature,

0.2-26 Rev. 7
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K = heat exchange coefficient,

E = equilibrium temperature,

p = water density,

C = Specific heat,

d ' depth of the upper slice of water,

and t = length of time cooling takes place.

After cooling, each of the stacked horizonta! layers of water is shifted down
one layer, retaining their previously defined temperatures. A check is then
made for density instabilities which are averaged out if necessary. By use of
the computer the entire simulation is repen.ted hundreds of times. A program
listing, input data listing, and sample run are presented in Figure 9.2.5-3.
A list of variables for the program is presented in Figure 9.2.5-4. Results of
this analysis indicate the maximum achieved intake temperature to th& NSW sys-

| tem during an accident condition with extreme meteorole.gy is 96 F (35.5 C).

The cooling water flow rate for the NSW sydlem used in the computer progran,
3 3is 136 cfs (3.9 m /S) for the first 4 hours of the LOCA and 74 cfs (2.1 m /s)

thereafter. The initial temperature of the pond is assumed to be equal to the
average equilibrium temperature for the 30 day period.

The total heat input to the SNSWP from the NSW system is shown in Figure 9.2.5-5.
Heat input to the pond is calculated by adding the fixed heat load due to safety
related pump and motor coolers, air conditioning equipment, and diesel generator
jacket water coolers to the sensible and residual heat loads due to one unit
following a LOCA and the second unit due to an immediate couldown. The residual
heat input to the pond is calculated from the Westinghouse total residual decay
heat curve (Figure 9.2.5-5, curve 4) for the cooldown unit, starting after 4
hours (after steam dump is complete) plus the LOCA unit, starting immediately.
No credit is taken for the ice condenser in the cooldown unit nor for heat
transfer in the RN Pumphouse and yard piping, in terms of heat dissipated in
the 30 day period following LOCA, thus adding to the conservatism of tne anal-
ysis. The rate of heat rejection, both residual and sensible for the LOCA unit
is determined by summing the containment spray and residual heat removal neat ex-
changer heat removal rates as calculated by Westinghouse (Figure 9.2.5-6). At
the end of this curve (5 X 105 seccnds), the value is equal to the decay heat
c.arve because all sensible heat has been removed. Therefore, the decay heat
cerve is utilized from 5 X 105 seconds out to 30 days after LOCA.

The heat input to the SNSWP from the station auxiliary systems is distributed as
follows:

a. For the first four hours, all components in both units are considered
operating representing 106 X 108 BTV/hr.

1

9.2-27 Rev. /
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g = acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2, j

r

d = density of bottom water layer,

and ad = density difference between warm surface and cool
bottom watcr layers

The resulting depth H is approximately 11.7 ft. The ininimum depth of the SNSWP
to the intake structure (top of trash rack) is 27.5 ft therefore direct rec-
irculation of tha surface heated layer is not expected.

There are two discharge structures for the NSW system into the SNSWP. 10 min-
imize mixing in these areas the Froude number should be less than one. This
will allow the heated discharge water to remain as a surface layer. The Frnude
number equation is (Reference 2):

F= V

adh I/2
9 d

-

where F a F*oude number,

V: Velocity,

and h = depth of heater layer.

With a maximum flow of 68 cfs at each discharge area, and assuming a hated
layer depth of 5 ft, a plume width of only 40 ft and a vertical wate. tempera-
ture difference of 8 F, the Frcede number is calculated to be.0.68.

9.2.5.3.4 Water Supply

The drainage basir for tne SNSWP has an area of aporoximately 410 Ac. Runoff
and groundwater flow from the basin are the sources of water for the pond. A
typical average drainage basin yield for this area is 1 cfs/mi2 and is more
than adequate to supply the pand.

The full pond elevation for the SNSWP is 571 ft msl, and the minimum level
for the cend is 570 ft msl.

| During the 30 day LOCA period approximately 45 Acf t ct water are evaporated,
dropping the pond elevation to about 569 ft msl. This is the pord level
assumed for the analysis.

Simulating operation of the SNSWP during the " worst eveporation" period indicates
| about 50 Acft of water would be evaporated.

9.2-30 Rev. 7
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CATAWBA.PLI
00010 RUN7067:
00020 PROC OPTIONS (NAIN);
00030 DCL CARDIN FILE STREAN INPUT;
00040 DCL PRINTER FILE PRINT;
00043 DC'. (EXP, ABS) BUILTIN;
00044 DCL PLANT CHAR (8);
00046 DCL V8 DEC(6);
00047 DCL K1 DEC(6);
00050 DCL (I,J,K,11DEX) FIXED BIN (15);
00060 DCL (S1,T1,Ll,K2) FIXED BIN (15);
00061 DCL PAGE FIXED BIN (15) INIT(0);
00062 DCL B FIXED BIN (15) INIT(0);
00063 DCL J1 FIXED BIN (15) INIT(0);
00044 DCL K4 FIXED BIN (15) INIT(0);
00065 DCL J3 FIXED SIN (15) INIT(0);
00066 DCL L2 FIXED BIN (15) INIT(0);
00067 DCL K9 FIXED BIN (15) INIT(0);
00070 DCL S (40,2) DEC(12) INIT((80)0);
00080 DCL FLOW DEC(12);
000Y0 DCL T (720,5) DEC(12) INIT((3600)0);
00120 DCL T9 DEC(12) INIT(0);
00100 DCL T2 DEC(12) INIT(0);
00150 DCL H3 DEC(12) INIT(0);
00160 DCL A (30) DEC(12);
00170 DCL E (30) DEC(12);
00100 DCL P (30) DEC(12);
00190 DCL L (100,2) DEC(12) INIT((200)0);
00200 DCL U (30) DEC(12);
00210 DCL T (30) DEC(12);
00240 DCL Y1 DEC(12) INIT(0);
00250 DCL V1 DEC(12) INIT(0);
00260 DCL V2 DEC(12) INIT(0);
00270 DCL S2 DEC(12) INIT(0);
00290 DCL T5 DEC(12) INIT(0);
00320 DCL T3 DEC(12) INIT(0);
00340 DCL X DEC(12) INIT(0);
00360 DCL T7 DEC(12) INIT(0);
00370 DCL P3 DEC(12) INIT(0)!

| 00380 DCL P2 DEC(12) INIT(0);
t 00390 DCL T6 DEC(12) INIT(0);

00400 DCL P1 DEC(12) INIT(0);
00410 DCL T4 DEC(12) INIT(0);
00420 DCL V9 DEC(12) INIT(0);

| 00440 ON ENDPAGE(PRINTER) BEGIN;
'

00450 PA6E=PAGE+1;
00460 PUT FILE (PRINTER)
00470 EDIT (PLANT,'-WORST HEAT TRANSFER ','PAGE ',PAGE,
00480 ' INITIAL TENP OF POND IS '.Yl/30.' F'.,

'

00490 ' TIME REAL DISC HEAT COOL UN MIXED INTAKE EVAP E K'.
1 -

SNSWP - COMPUTER MODEL
ME POW CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION

9 Figure 9.2.5-3,
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00500 TEMP','

00510 ' TIME TEMP LOSS DOUN MIX TEPP TEMP AC-FT','TCFH') 1

( 00520 (PAGE,X(25),A(9),4(21),X(15),A(5),F(3,0),
I 00530 SKIP,X(23),A(24),F(8,4),A(2),

- 00540 SKIP (2),X(4),A(66),A(6),
00550 SKIP,X(10),A(52),X(10),A(4));
00555 PUT FILE (FRINTER) SKIP (2);
00560 END;
00570 OPEN FILE (CARDIN),
00580 FILE (PP.'NTER) PAGESIZE (55) LINESIZE(80);
00590 GET FILE (CARDIN)
00600 EDIT (PLANT,T1,L1,K2,S1)
00610 (X(2),A(8), 3 (SKIP,X(1),F(4)), SKIP (2),X(1),F(4));
00620 GET FILE (CARDIN)
00630 LIST ((S(I,1) DO I=1 TO SI)')
00640 SKIP (4),'
00650 DO I:1 TO S1;
00660 S(I,1)=S(I,1)*43.56;
00670 END;
00680 GET FILE (CARDIN)
00690 EDIT (INDEX, FLOW)
00700 (X(1),F(4),X(1),F(7,2))
00710 SKIP (4);
00720 DO I:1 TO INDEX;
00730 T(I,3)= FLOW;
00740 END;

00750 DO WHILE(INDEX<T1);
00770 CET FILE (CARDIN)
00780 EDIT (INDEX, FLOW)
00790 (SKIP,X(1),F(4),X(1),F(7,2));
00795 IF INDEX<I THEN SIGNAL ERROR;
00800 DO I=I TO INDEX;
00810 T(I,3)=FLOU;
00820 END;
00830 END;
00840 IF PLANT ='CHER0KEE' THEN CALL CHK(T);
00850 ELSE IF PLANT =' CATAWBA' THEN CALL CAT (T);
00860 ELSE SIGNAL ERROR;
00870 K=0;
00880 DO I=1 TO T1;
00890 K=K+1;
00900 T(I,5)=16.0256*T(I,4)/T(I,3);
00910 IF K)=K2 THEN K=0;
00920 END;

00930 Y1-0;
00940 GET FILE (CARDIN) SK P(4);
00950 GET FILE (CARDIN)
00960 LIST ((A(J),P(J),U(J),T(J),E(J) DO J:1 TO 30));
010 0 DO I=1 TO 30;
01020 Yi=T1+E(I);

SNSWP - COMPUTER MODEL
,-~

;out rowre, CATAWBA NU0 LEAR STATION
Y Figure 9.2.5-3 -
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01035 SIGNAL ENDPAGE(PRINTER);
01040 D0 J=1 TO SI;
01050 S(J,2)=Y1/30;
01060 END;
01070 V1=S(St,1)/L1;
01080 L(1,1)=0;
01090 V2=0;

-
01100 S2=0;
01110 J1=1;
01120 K=1;
01130 DO I=2 TO L1;
01140 K=K+1;
01150 V2=V2+V1;
01160 DO J:J1 TO S!;
01170 IF V2<S(J,1) THEN GO TO G04;
01180 END;

01190 004: IF J)S1 THEN J=J-1;
01200 J1=J;
01210 '' J~=1 THEN S2=S(J-1,1);
01:20 L(I,1)=J-1+(V2-S2)/(S(J,1)-S2);
01230 IF K>=K2 THEN K:0;
01240 END;
01250 K=0;
01260 J1=1;
01270 DO !=1 TO L1;
01280 K:K+1;
01290 DO J:J1 TO S!;
01300 IF L(I,1)<J THEN GO TO G05;
01310 END:
01320 G05: IF J)S1 THEN J=J-1;
01330 L(I,2)=S(J,2);
01340 J1=J:
01350 IF K)=K2 THEN K=0;
01360 END;
01370 V9:0.0;

01380 H3=S1-L(L1,1);
01390 T5:0;

01400 K4=1;
01410 K=0;
01420 J3=1;
01430 DO I=1 TO T1;
01440 IF T5)(I 5; THEN GO TO DONE;
01450 K=K+1;
01460 G03: T2=V1/T(I,3);
01470 T5=T5+T2;
01480 T3=L(1,2)+i'I,5);
01490 L2=L1-1;
01500 DO J:1 TO L2;
01510 L(J.2):L(J+1,2);
01520 END:
01530 J=J-1;

SNSWP - COMPUTER MODELw

'oeu rowie CATAWE A NUCLEAR STATION
Mtgg!P Figure 9.2.5-3
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, 550 IF C 24 IHENI "

: 9 560 90:-
I '570 J3=J3+1;

91580 .X=t-24: i.

915Y0 IF J3>30 THEN J3=30;
01600 END:
01610 K!=Y(J3)/24:
91620 T9=( T3-E ( J3) ) * EXP(-K1't T2/ ( 62. 4 *H3 ) ) ; j

,

! 9: 630 T4=73-tE(J3)+T?):

!.
'!6:0 IF-74<=0 THEN
ia!0 00:

1;660 VS=0:
M 670 GO T0 001:

; ~6d0 END;
i '400 'P!-23.4eEXP!17.62-9500/(P(J3)+460));

i

'790 T6=(A(J3)+4101/t?.-0.378tP1/760)-460; |
'

} : $ 71 ) P2=T3-T4/2:
d'720 V3:25.4*EXP(17.62-9500/(P2+460));

' , 730 77:(P2+4601/(1-0.378tP3/760)-460:
'!740 VS=t:2.4* ABS (T6-77)**0.333614*U(J3))HP3-P1)*(S($1.1)-S(S1-1.1));

i "'750 VS=VS*!000/(67.4*!050*43560*24); .i
'

9??50 V8:VStT2:
:'' 7 70 Lt Lt .2)= T3-T 4:
'720 001: Vo=V9+V8;

7

i 917?O L(Lt.2)=T3-T4:
'?00 IF L(Lt.2)?L'L!-1.2) THEN GO TO G02;*

; e 3!0 DO J:Lt TO ''st -t;
; 1520 IF J:' -!HErl B: J:

'i330 ELSE ':)-1:
'' 340 IF L(J.21/LtS.2) THEN GO TO G02;

':350 L(3.2)=(L(J 2)ttL1+1-J)+L(B.2))/(L1+2-J):
860 DO K9=J 70 LI:

! 1970 L(K9.2)=LtB.2):
;?330 END:,

' iS?O END:
; *0) IF J<=1 IFEN J:1:

!2t9 C02: !F h e THEN +4

i 11920 ?Uf FILE (PRINTER $
i $1?20 EDIT'I.TS.i3.'4.LsLt.2),J.L(J.2) L(i,2).Vo.E(J3) Y(J3).T(I.3)I

j a1040 (COLUMN ( ).X(4).F(4).X(1).F(6,1).X(1). (6.2) X(1).Ft5.2). ,

v1950 X ( 1 ) . F ( 7. 2 ) . .t ( 1 ) . F ( 3 ) , X ( 1 ) , F ( 7. 2 ) . X ( 1 ) . F ( 6. 2 ) . '

' ?60 X(1) F(6.2)..t(1).F(3).X(1).F(4).X(1).F(4));

at??O K:0:
1980 IF T54I .5 THEN 00 TO G03:

,

21900 DONE: E .f D :
I 200$ '*0SE FILE (PRINTER'.
; J20:c c:LE '2aRnIP':

2020 ! CAT: PoCCit): SNSWP - COMPUTER MODEL i,
' ' '~ A' E CATAWIBA NUCLEAR STATION| I'

'

-

' _,
- '~~~n...r, -

~ Figure 9.2.5-3
,
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02050 LIST (IT(I,4) 30 Ist TO 4))

02060 SKIP (4);
02070 DO !=5 10 19;

02080 T(I.4)=527*I+*-0.2332;

02090 END:
02100 DO !=20 TO 170;
02110 T(I,4):527s!*s-0.2495;

C2120 END: .

02130 DO I:171 TO 720;

02140 T(I,4)=1177 sis:*-0.4995;

02150 EN?;
02t40 DO I:5 TO 720;

02170 T(1,4) T(I 4)+0.0;

02180 END;

02190 0END CAT:
02200 1CHK: PROC (T);

02210 3 BCL T(8.8) DEC FLOAT (12);
02220 0 GET FILE (CARDIN)
02230 LIST ((T(I,4) 30 I:1 TO 10))

02240 SKIP (4);
02250 30 I:11 TO 27;

02260 T(I,4)=600*ies .22 + 245;

02270 END;

02200 DO !=20 TO 120;
02290 T(I 4):650*I** .22 + 157;

02300 END

02310 DO I=121 TO 720;

02320 f(I,4):800sle* .22 + 68:

02330 END

02340 OEND CHM;
02350 CEND RUN7067;

SNSWP - COMPUTER MODEL
FM CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATIONW Figure 9.2.5-3
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I
CATAWBA PLANT ;.*

-WORST HEAT TRANSFER- TITLE )
720 TI: N OF HOURS INPUT

20 LI: N OF UNIT UOLUME LATERS
20 K2: OUTPUT CHECK SPACING,

C
,

29 S1: I 0F VERTICAL STAGES (FT)
C

C S(1,1): YOLUME IN POND AT EACH STAGE (ACFT)
C

0 0 0 1 2 6 11 15 20 24 34 44 54 44

74 91 108 125 142 160 186 212 238 264 299 323 357 391
425

C

C LOOPING VALUES AND PLANT FLOWS FOR T(I.3) (1000eCU.FT/HR)
C

4 491.00
720 267.00

C

C T(I.1): INPUT NEAT (MBTU/HR)
C

230 265 ?70 265
C

C Aij) P(J) U(J) Y(J) E(J)

C

91 71 3.6 210 95
89 72 3.0 194 95
83 66 4.3 198 88
85 68 4.8 205 88
82 67 6.5 217 85
78 68 7.2 206 81
82 61 6.5 223 85
71 58 4.5 139 72
75 45 2.6 147 87
76 70 5.5 175 Bf
80 72 3.7 180 87
81 72 4.9 195 86
79 72 8.1 212 81

79 ,~ ; 3.0 187 91

83 67 4.2 200 89
82 67 5.1 210 88
78 49 6.2 204 84
81 71 6.3 207 85
81 72 3.4 182 89
85 71 2.9 114 92
99 70 2.9 189 93
89 72 3.0 196 95
91 71 3.6 210 95
83 72 7.3 238 87
79 71 4.4 163 82
83 71 4.2 170 84
72 61 8.1 217 79
73 58 5.2 195 83
75 40 3.9 187 86 SNSWP - COMPUTER MODEL
77 62 6.0 206 83
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CATAWBA -WORST NEAT TRANSFER- PAGE 1

INITIAL TEMP OF POND IS 86.5333 F

TIME REAL 01SC NEAT COOL UN MIIED INTAKE EVAP E K TEMP
TIME TEMP LOSS DOWN MIX TEMP TEMP AC-Fi TCf H

1 1.9 94.04 -0.33 74.37 19 86.53 86.53 0.00 95 210 491
3 3.8 95.35 0.12 95.23 19 94.37 86.53 0.09 95 210 491
5 7.2 108.27 1.17 101.09 19 95.23 86.53 0.41 95 210 267
8 10.7 106.01 5.95 100.58 19 100.58 86.53 0.70 95 210 267

12 14.2 104.25 5.00 100,13 18 100.13 84.53 0.97 95 210 267
15 17.6 103.35 4.52 99.81 17 99.81 86.53 1.23 95 210 267
19 21.1 102.45 4.03 99.53 16 99.S3 86.53 1.48 95 210 267
22 24.6 100.28 2.73 99.20 15 99.20 66.53 1.68 95 196 267
26 28.0 99.68 2.41 98.93 14 98.93 86.53 1.88 95 196 267
29 31.5 99.30 2.22 98.70 13 98.70 86.53 2.08 95 196 267
33 35.0 98.86 1.99 98.49 12 98.49 86.53 2.27 95 196 267
36 38.4 98.58 1.85 98.32 11 98.32 86.53 2.46 95 196 267
39 41.9 98.32 1.71 98.16 10 98.16 86.53 2.65 95 196 267
43 45.4 98.01 1.55 98.02 9 90.02 86.53 2.83 95 196 267
46 48.8 97.81 5.10 97.61 8 97.61 86.53 3.06 88 198 267
50 52.3 97.55 4.97 97.25 7 97.25 86.53 3.30 83 198 267
53 55.8 97.38 4.88 96.94 6 96.94 86.53 3.53 88 198 267
57 59.2 97.17 4.77 96.65 5 96.65 86.53 3.75 88 198 267
60 62.7 97.03 4.69 96.40 4 96.40 86.53 3.98 88 198 267
64 66.2 96.85 4.60 96.17 3 96.17 94.37 4.21 88 198 267
67 69.6 104.56 8.40 96.16 2 96.16 95.2.3 4.5* 88 198 267 ;

71 73.1 105.25 9.18 96.15 1 95.15 96.15 4.84 88 205 267
74 76.6 106.07 9.61 96.46 19 96.15 96.15 5.18 83 205 267
78 80.0 105.93 9.54 96.42 19 96.42 96.15 5.51 88 205 267
81 83.5 105.83 9.49 96.40 18 96.40 96.15 5.84 88 205 267
85 87.0 105.71 9.42 96.37 17 96.37 94.15 6.17 88 205 267
88 90.4 105.62 9.37 96.34 16 96.34 96.15 6.50 88 205 267
91 93.9 105.53 9.33 96.32 15 96.32 96.15 6.82 88 205 267
95 97.4 105.42 11.28 96.10 1 96.10 96.10 7.20 85 217 267
98 100.8 105.30 11.21 96.00 1 96.00 96.00 7.57 85 217 267 ,

102 104.3 105.10 11.10 95.90 1 95.90 95.90 7.94 85 217 267 ,

105 107.8 104.93 11.01 95.80 1 95.80 95.80 8.31 85 217 267 !

109 111.2 104.74 10.90 95.70 1 95.70 95.70 8.68 85 217 267 |
112 114.7 104.57 10.81 95.61 1 95.61 95.61 9.04 85 217 267
116 118.2 104.39 10.71 95.51 1 95.51 95.51 9.40 85 217 267 |
119 121.6 104.24 12.40 95.33 1 95.33 95.33 9.74 81 206 267 *

123 125.1 103.97 12.26 95.15 1 95.15 95.15 10.12 81 206 267 !

126 128.6 103.74 12.14 94.97 1 94.97 94.97 10.48 81 206 267
130 132.0 103.49 12.00 94.79 1 94.79 94.79 10.83 81 206 267
133 135.5 103.26 11.88 94.62 1 94.62 94.62 11.18 81 206 267

'
137 139.0 103.02 11.75 94.46 1 94.46 94.46 11.52 81 206 267 i

140 142.4 10?.81 11.64 94.29 1 94.29 94.29 11.86 81 206 267

'
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143 145.9 102.59 9.89 94.21 1 94.21 94.21 12.24 85 223 267
147 149.4 102.45 9.81 94.13 1 94.13 94.13 12.61 85 223 267
150 152.8 102.33 9.74 94.06 1 94.06 94.06 12.97 85 223 267
154 156.3 102.20 9.67 93.98 1 93.98 93.98 13.34 85 223 267
157 159.8 102.08 9.60 93.90 1 93.90 93.90 13.71 85 223 267
161 163.2 101.95 9.53 93.83 1 93.83 93.83 14.07 85 223 267
164 166.7 101.83 9.46 93.76 1 93.76 93.76 14.43 85 223 267
168 170.2 101.71 11.95 93.56 I 93.56 93.56 14.74 72 139 267
171 173.6 99.07 10.89 93.29 1 93.29 93.29 15.02 72 139 267
175 177.1 98.73 16.76 93.02 1 93.02 93.02 15.30 72 139 267
178 180.4 98.42 10.63 92.76 I 92.76 92.76 15.57 72 139 267
182 184.0 98.10 10.50 92.50 1 92.50 92.50 15.83 72 139 267
185 187.5 97.80 10.38 92.25 I 92.25 92.25 16.10 72 139 267
189 191.0 97.49 10.26 92.00 1 92.00 92.00 16.36 72 139 267
192 194.4 97.20 4.70 92,49 19 92.00 92.00 16.56 87 167 267
195 197.9 97.16 4.68 92.48 19 92.48 92.00 16.76 87 167 267
199 201.4 97.10 4.66 92.47 18 92.47 92.00 16.96 87 167 267
202 204.8 97.07 4.64 92.46 17 92.46 92.00 17.14 87 167 267
206 208.3 97.02 4.62 92.45 16 92.45 92.00 17.36 87 167 267
209 211.3 96.98 4.60 92.43 15 92.43 92.00 17.56 87 167 267
213 215.2 96.93 4.58 92.42 14 92.42 92.00 17.76 87 147 267
216 218.7 96.90 7.58 92.03 13 92.03 92.00 17.98 81 175 267
220 222.c 96.85 7.56 91.88 1 91.88 91.88 18.20 81 175 267
223 225.6 96.70 7.49 91.74 1 91.74 91.74 18.42 81 175 267
227 229.1 96.52 7.41 91.61 1 91.61 91.61 18.64 81 175 267
23; 232.6 96.36 7.33 91.48 1 91.48 91.48 18.65 81 175 267234 236.0 96.19 7.25 91.36 1 91.36 91.36 19.07 81 !?5 267237 239.5 96.04 7.17 91.23 1 91.23 91.23 19.28 81 175 267241 243.0 95.87 4.32 91.56 19 91.23 91.23 19.45 87 180 267244 246.5 95.84 4.30 91.55 19 91.55 91.23 19.62 87 180 267247 249.9 95.82 4.29 91.54 18 91.54 91.23 19.79 87 180 267251 253.4 95.78 4.27 91.53 17 91.53 91.23 19.96 87 180 267254 256.9 95.75 4.26 91.52 16 91.52 91.23 20.13 87 180 247258 260.3 95.72 4.24 91.52 15 91.52 91.23 20.30 87 180 267261 263.8 95.69 4.23 91.51 14 91.51 91.23 20.47 87 180 267265 267.3 95.66 4.97 91.41 13 91.41 91.23 20.65 86 195 267268 270.7 95.63 4.95 91.33 12 91.33 91.23 20.04 86 195 267272 274.2 95.60 4.94 91.26 11 91.26 91.23 21.03 86 195 267275 277.7 95.58 4.93 91.22 1 91.22 91.22 21.21 86 195 267279 281.1 95.53 4.90 91.19 1 91.19 91.19 21.40 86 195 267282 284.6 95.48 4.87 91.16 1 91.16 91.16 21.58 86 195 267286 288.1 v5.42 7.34 90.98 'l 90.98 90.98 21.01 81 212 267289 291.5 95.22 7.73 90.80 1 90.80 90.80 22.04 81 212 267293 295.0 95.01 7.62 90.63 1 90.63 90.63 22.26 81 212 267296 298.5 94.82 7.52 90.47 1 90.47 90.47 22.48 81 212 267299 301.9 94.63 7.42 90.30 1 90.30 90.30 22.69 81 212 267303 305.4 94.44 7.31 90.15 1 90.15 90.15 22.91 81 212 267306 308.9 94.26 7.22 89.09 1 89.99 89.99 23.12 81 212 267310 312.3 94.00 1.54 92.54 19 89.99 89.99 23.27 91 187 267313 315.8 94.06 1.53 92.54 19 92.54 89.99 23.43 91 187 267317 319.3 94.04 1.52 92.53 18 92.53 89.99 23.58 91 187 267320 322.7 94.02 1.51 92.53 17 92.53 89.99 23.73 91 187 267324 326.2 93.99 1.50 92.52 16 92.52 89.99 23.88 91 187 267_
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327 329.7 93.98 1.49 92.52 15 92.52 89.99 24.04 91 187 267
331 333.1 93.95 1.47 92.51 14 92.51 89.99 24.19 91 187 267
334 336.6 93.93 2.58 92.36 13 92.36 89.99 24.38 89 200 267
338 340.1 93.91 2.57 92.25 12 92.25 89.99 24.57 89 200 267
341 343.5 93.89 2.56 92.16 11 92.16 89.97 2 L 76 89 200 267
345 347.0 93.87 2.55 92.08 to 92.08 89.99 24.9' 89 200 267
348 350.5 93.85 2.54 92.02 9 92.02 89.99 25.14 89 200 267
351 353.9 93.84 2.53 91.96 8 91.96 89.99 25.33 89 200 267
355 357.4 93.81 2.52 91.92 7 91.92 89.99 25.52 89 200 267
358 360.9 93.80 3.13 91.83 6 91.83 89.99 25.73 88 210 267
362 364.3 93.78 3.12 91.76 5 91.76 89.99 25.94 88 210 267
365 367.8 93.76 3.12 91.69 4 91.69 89.99 26.14 88 210 :i?
369 371.3 93.74 3.10 91.64 3 91.64 89.99 26.35 88 210 267
372 374.7 93.73 3.10 91.58 2 91.58 89.99 26.56 88 210 267
376 378.2 93.71 3.09 91.53 1 91.53 9. 53 26.77 38 210 267
379 381.7 95.24 3.91 91.52 ! 91.52 91.52 26.99 88 210 267
383 385.1 95.21 5.94 91.41 1 91.41 91.41 27.22 84 204 267

. 44 84 204 267386 388.6 95.08 5.87 91.30 1 91.30 91.30 >

390 392.1 94.95 5.81 91.19 1 91.19 91.19 27.66 84 204 267
393 395.5 94.63 5.74 91.09 1 91.09 91.09 27.89 84 204 267
397 399.0 94.70 5.68 90.98 1 90.98 90.99 28.11 84 204 267
400 402.5 94.59 5.61 90.88 1 90.88 90.88 28.33 84 204 267
403 405.9 94.47 5.55 90.79 1 90.79 90.79 28.54 84 204 267
407 409.4 94.36 5.01 90.71 1 90.71 90.71 28.75 85 207 267
410 412.9 94.27 4.97 90.64 1 90.64 90.64 70.95 85 207 267
414 416.3 94.18 4.92 90.57 1 90.57 90.57 29.15 85 207 267
417 419.8 94.10 4.87 90.51 1 90.51 90.51 29.35 85 207 267
421 423.3 94.02 4.83 90.44 1 90.44 70.44 29.55 85 207 267
424 426.7 93.94 4.79 90.38 1 90.38 90.38 29.75 85 207 257
428 430.2 93.86 4.74 90.31 1 90.31 90.31 29.95 85 207 267
431 433.7 93.79 2.35 91.44 f" 90.31 00.31 30.10 89 182 267
435 437.1 93.77 2.34 91.43 19 91.43 90.31 30.25 89 182 267
438 440.6 93.76 2.33 91.43 18 91.43 90.31 30.40 89 182 267
442 444.1 93.74 2.33 91.43 17 91.43 90.31 30.54 89 182 267
445 447.5 93.73 2.32 91.42 16 91.42 90.31 30.69 89 182 267
449 451.0 93.71 2.31 91.42 15 91.42 90.31 30.84 89 182 267
452 454.5 93.70 2.31 91.42 14 91.42 90.31 30.99 89 182 267
455 457.9 93.69 0.84 92.36 19 91.42 90.31 31.14 92 184 267
459 461.4 93.68 0.83 92.85 19 92.85 90.31 31.28 92 184 26;

462 464.9 93.67 0.02 92.85 18 92.85 90.31 31.43 92 184 267
466 468.3 93.65 0.32 92.85 17 92.85 70.31 31 .57 92 184 267
469 471.8 93.64 0.81 92.84 16 92.84 90.31 31.72 92 184 267
473 475.3 93.63 0.80 92.84 15 92.84 90.31 31.86 92 184 267
476 478.7 93.62 0.80 92.86 14 92.84 90.31 32.01 92 184 267
480 482.2 93.60 0.30 93.30 19 92.84 90.31 32.15 93 189 267
483 485.7 93.55 0.30 93.30 19 93.30 90.31 32.29 93 189 267
487 489.1 93.58 0.29 93.29 18 93.29 90.31 32.43 93 189 267
490 492.6 93.57 0.29 93.29 17 93.29 90.31 32.58 93 189 267
494 496.1 93.56 0.28 93.29 16 93.29 90.31 32.72 93 199 267
497 499.5 93.55_ 0.28 93.29 15 93.29 91.42 32.86 93 189 267

,
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501 503.0 94.64 0.82 92.81 19 93.29 91.42 33.02 93 189 267,
~

504 506.! 94.63 -0.19 94.82 19 93.81 91.42 33.02 95 196 267
507 509.9 94.62 -0.20 94.82 19 94.82 91.42 33.02 95 196 267
511 513.4 94.61 -0.20 94.81 18 94.81' 91.42 33.02 95 196 267

.

514 516.9 94.60 -0.21 94.81 17 94.81 91.42 33.02 95 196 267
518 520.3 94.58 -0.21 94.81 16 94.81 91.42 33.02 95 196 267
521 523.8 94.57 -0.22 94.82 15 94.81 92.84 33.02 95 196 267

'
525 527.3 95.98 0.51 75.48 19 94.81 92.84 33.18 95 196 267
528 530.7 95.97 0.53 95.46 19 95.46 92.84 33.36 95 210 267
532 534.2 95.96 0.52 95.45 18 95.45 92.84 33.S3 95 210 267
535 537.7 95.95 c.51 95.45 17 95.45 9 2 . '.' 4 33.71 95 210 267
539 541.1 95.94 0.51 95.45 16 95.45 92.84 33.89 15 210 267
542 544.6 95.93 0.50 95.44 15 95.44 92.84 34.07 95 210 267
546 548.1 95.92 0.50 95.44 14 95.44 93.29 34.25 95 210 267
549 551.5 96.36 0.74 95.63 19 95.44 93.29 34.43 95 210 267
553 555.0 96.35 5.48 94.95 12 94.95 93.29 24.67 87 238 267

- 556 558.5 96.34 5.47 94.64 5 94.64 93.29 34.91 87 238 267
559 561.9 96.33 5.47 94.42 4 94.42 93.29 35.15 87 238 267
563 565.4 96.32 5.46 94.22 3 99.22 93.29 35.39 87 238 267

= 566 568.9 96.31 5.46 94.05 2 94.05 93.81 35.63 8) 238 267
570 572.3 96.83 5.76 93.90 1 93.90 93.90 35.88 87 238 267
573 575.8 96.91 5.80 03.76 1 93.76 93.76 36.13 87 238 267
577 579.3 96.7' 6.69 93.57 1 93.57 93.57 36.32 82 163 267
580 582.7 96.57 4.60 93.39 1 93.39 93.39 36.50 82 163 267
584 586.2 96.38 6.52 93.'2 1 93.22 93.22 36.69 82 163 267
587 589.7 96.19 6. t3 93.04 1 93.04 93.04 36.87 82 163 267
591 593.1 96.01 6.35 92.87 1 92.87 92.87 37.05 82 163 267
594 596.6 95.83 6.27 92.71 1 92.71 92.71 37.23 82 163 267'

598 600.1 95.66 5.45 92.58 1 92.58 92.58 37.41 84 170 2'7
601 603.5 95.52 5.38 92.46 1 92.46 92.46 37.58 84 170 267
605 607.0 95.39 5.32 92.34 1 92.34 92.34 37.75 84 170 267
608 610.5 95.26 5.26 92.22 1 92.22 92.22 37.92 84 '/0 267
611 613.9 95.14 5.21 92.11 1 92.11 92.11 38.08 84 170 267
615 617.4 95.02 5.15 92.00 1 92.00 92.00 38.25 84 170 267

_

618 620.9 94.90 5.09 91.89 1 91.89 91.89 38.41 84 170 267
6:2 624.3 94.78 8.72 91.60 1 91.60 91.60 38.72 79 217 267
625 627.8 94.45 8.55 91.31 1 91.31 91.31 39.02 79 217 267
629 631.3 94.19 8.39 91.04 1 91.04 91.04 39.31 79 217 267

~

632 634.7 93.91 8.23 90.77 1 90.77 90.77 39.61 79 217 267
636 638.2 93.63 8.08 90.51 1 90.51 90.51 39.90 79 217 267
639 641.7 93.36 7.93 90.25 1 90.25 90.25 40.18 19 217 267
643 645.1 93.10 7.79 90.01 1 90.01 90.01 40.47 79 217 267
446 648.6 92.84 5.06 89.90 1 89.90 89.90 40.71 83 195 267

'

650 652.1 92.72 5.00 89.79 1 89.79 89.79 40.96 83 195 267
653 655.5 92.61 4.94 89.68 1 89.68 89.68 41.20 83 195 267
657 659.0 92.49 4.88 89.58 1 89.58 89.58 41.45 83 195 267
660 662.5 92_.36_ 4.83 _ 89.48 1 89.48 89.48 41.69. 83 195 267
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d63 665.9 92.28 4.77 89.38 1 89.38 89.38 41.93 83 195 267
667 669.4 92.17 4.72 89.28 1 89.28 89.28 42.17 83 195 267
670 672.9 92.07 3.03 89.27 I 89.27 89.27 42.37 86 187 267
674 476.3 92.05 3.02 89.26 1 89.26 89.26 42.58 86 187 267
677 679.8 92.03 3.01 89.25 1 89.25 89.25 42.78 86 187 267
681 683.3 92.01 3.00 89.23 1 89.23 89.23 42.99 86 187 267
684 686.7 91.99 2.99 89.22 1 89.22 89.22 43.19 86 187 267
688 690.2 91.97 2.98 89.21 1 89.21 89.21 43.40 86 187 26/
691 693.7 91.95 2.97 89.20 1 89.20 89.20 43.60 86 187 267
695 697.1 91.93 4.77 89.10 1 89.10 89.10 43.83 83 206 267
478 700.6 91.82 4.71 89.00 1 89.00 89.00 44.06 83 206 267
702 704.1 91.72 4.65 88.90 1 88.90 88.90 44.28 83 206 267
705 707.5 91.62 4.60 88.81 1 88.81 88.81 44.51 83 206 267.

709 711.0 91.51 4.54 88.71 1 88.71 88.71 44.73 83 206 267
- 712 714.5- 91.42 4.49 88.63 1 88.63 88.63 44.95 83 206 267

715 717.9 91.32 4.44 88.54 1 8 8. *.,4 88.54 45.17 83 206 267
719 7't.4 91.23 4.39 88.45 1 88.45 88.45 45.39 93 206 267

.
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1. Instrumentation Used to Initiate Sa_fetv Functions

\s part of a broad effort within Duke Power to upgrade control rooms, emergency
response capabilities, and procedures, Duke is conducting a Centrol Room Design
Review (CRDR) for each individual unit at each station.

While the scope of the Control Room Review is directed toward a human factors
review of the design adequacy and operabill:y of the existing control rum,
the other areas of concern such as the l'pgradi d E,ergency Procedures, SiUS,
and the inclusion of post accident monitoring instrumentation will be coordinated
with the Control Room Review. Integrating these areas of concern with our
primary emphasis of improving our emergency response capability, the chjective
of the CRDR will be to identify Human Engineering Di crepancies OiEDd in the
man-machine interfaces of the control room, determining the extent and h:.pe r tanc..
of the HEDs, and developing and implemeeting modifications and tt :ininr as
necessary to resolvo significant discrepancies.

A major objective in this ef fort is to identifv the instrunentation and con:rol

requirements of the control room crew for emergency eperation (as def ined by
the k'estinghouse Owners Group Emergence Response Guidelines) and to ensure
that the required sy..tems can be ef: t lently and reliab!" eperated under the
conditions of emergency operation by available personnel, ihe presence or
absence of instruments and equipment to support emer; ency eporation will b"
determined and the human engineering suitahuity of available instrumentation
will be evaluated.

Guidance for the Control Roon Review ha , been under development by the NEC
and othcr industry groups. L'e concur wi th the bas: objectives end have
subsequently d veloped our review plan to fulfill the invat of the noid; :ce
p rovi led . The Control Room Review is therefore the appronriato place t"

identify the absence or presence of required inst rumentation and to evaluate
the effectiveness of such devices. Furthermore, in order to enaure adeeptate
human factors consideration for all modifications to the centrol roe- that
are considered after the CRDR, the line organizations respon.ibh for tatien
todifications will develop necessary criteria, procedures, and controls to
evaluate the human factors acceptability of proposed modificaticas to ensure
proper implementation. This activity coordinac.d with the continuous procedures
upgrade effort and, thus, everchanging lists of instrunents and control < will
assure that the appropriate instrumentation is ava!lable to the crerator.

The Control Room Design Review plan presented to the NRC Statf (primarily ti.e
Division of Human Factors Safety) 'tay ll, 1982 wi 11 be foreally subot:ted on
the Catawba docket. Following that meetin,: with the NRC, the CRDR commenced |

and is presently underway.

If you have any questions concerning our intent in the r ev i et, or hcu we meet
,

the intent of identifyin<; and evaluating required instrumentation, we invite
you to visit our general effices to review ou- Control Room Design Review
activities.

i
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Instrumentation and systems used to initiate safety functionn
are extensively tested to provide assurance that these systems
Will operate as designed and vill be available to function properly
in the unlikely event of an accident.

In addition to complete preo[rr.s t: ion 11 tests and detail ;, en:r.prehensive
test.' performed during each refueling outage, on line ch. nnel tests
are performed on instrumentation loops where possible without

,

interfering with normal plant operatioru. The periodic testingt

program in discussed in the Catawba FSAR Section > G.3.4, 7. 2.2.2. 3 and
7.3.2.2.5

>
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451.23 Provide - description of the analysis performed to determine that
more restrictive design conditions for the ultimate heat sink did
not occur in the period 1973-1980 compared to the design conditions
selected from the period 1951-1972 (see response to Question 451.10b).

Response:

The method of analysis used with data obtained for the period 1973-
1980 is the same method as that performed on data obtained for the
period 1951-1972. This method of analysis is discussed in FSAR Sec-
tion 9.2.5.3.2. The " worst cooling" period and the " worst evapora-
tion" period, as presented in Tables 9.2.5-1 and 9.2.5-2, were un-
affected by consideration of the 1973-1980 data.

451.24 The design of the tower used to provide measurements of wind speed
and direction at the 40 m level is unusual with respect to the mas-
siveness of the tower's structural components. The meterological
sensors are mounted between one and two feet above the top of the
structure on the northwest corner. Measurements of wind speed and
direction at this location could be affected by airflow over and
around the structural components, potentially resulting in non
representative data. Provide justification that measurements of
wind speed and direction made at the 40 m level are representative
of non-obstructed airflow at that height. Justification could be
provided by comparison of wind speed and direction measurements made
in a location considered to be uninfluenced by the tower structure
(e.g. , measurements made at a height of one tower width above the
tower) or from wind tunnel tests. If comparative measuraments are
considered, provide a description of the additional measurements
program and a schedule for initiation and completion of the con-
current measurements.

Response:

Comparative measurements of wind direction and speed on the 40 m
tower have been made as requested.

A supplemental wind system identical to the present system was mointed
on a mast 6 feet from the north corner, secured to the northwest side
beam. It is 11.5 feet above the tower and 15 feet above the platform
grating. The present wind system is mounted on the north corner 2.7
feet above the tower and 6.1 feet above the grating.

Orientation of the 21 foot square tower is with the diagonals ap-
proximately coinciding with the cardinal compass directions. The
north-south diagonal corresponds precisely to the 7 - 187* azimuthal
directions, with respect to true north.

Comparisons are made of wind direction and speed for wind direction
classes to eight compass points centered on the tower diagonals and

450-17 Rev. 7
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j for wind speed above and below 5 mph. Categorization is based on
jf measurements from the present wind system. Table Q451.24-1 shows
p_ mean and standard deviation values for wind direction and wind speed

residuals defined as:

Wind direction residual: Present wir.d direction - supplemental7

m ed direction.
& Wind speed residual: Present wind speed - supplemertal wind
[ speed.
&

For all wind directions and wind speeds:

7 Wind direction residual mean = 3
h Wind direction residuil standard deviation = 19
g Wind speed-residual mean = -0.5 mph
- Wind speed residual standard deviation = 0.6 mph
Er
g For climatclogical pu. poses, the present wind system adequately
- represents average wind direction and speed for elevated releases.

For specific incidents of elevated release, deviation of average;

g wind direction is unacceptably large for low wind speeds. Present
f practice in emergency procedures at Duke operating plants, however,
" effectively circumvents the problem of random deviations in average
L wind direction of the magnitude observed in this comparison. Ac-
~

counting f..r large fluctuation in measured average wind direction
-

during low wind speed conditions (e.g. < 5 mph) which presumably
is representative of trajectory fluctuation behavice for these con-

- ditions, a series of several average wind directions are noted be-
-

fore assigning full angular width to exposed areas in the far field
I (i.e. > 4 miles). Immediate exposure in 360 to 4 miles is assumed,

allowing assessment of the full range of directions affecting dis-e

P persion before material is transported beyond these distances. This
p practice therefore encompasses the actual range of directions af-
-

fected during low wind speed conditions despite significant devia-
; tion of wind direction due to tower influence for any given averaging-

F period. Implementation of a similar procedure is planned for . tawba.r
P

Q The mounting mast for wind direction and speed on the 40m tower will
J. be extended from 2 feet to between 10 and 20 feet above tower top
e_ and a change in wind direction processing from an azimuthal average

- to a vector average will be made.

r-
r

_

n
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This training may consist of, but is not limited to, live lectures, taped and
filmed lectures, guided self study, demonstrations, laboratories and workshops
and where applicable, simulator training and/or training on a research reactos

Certain new employees or employees transferred from other department locations
may be partially qualified by reason of previous applicable formal training or
experience. The extent of further formal training for these employeet is de-
termined by applicable regulations, performance in review sessions, comprehen-
sive examinations, or other techniques designed to identify the employee's
present level of ability.

Formal job training programs are developed for the operations, maintenance
and technical services classifications. Subject matter for each program is
grouped into logical blocks or modules and presented in such a manner that
specific behavioral objectives are accomplished in a planned sequence. Mo-
dules are conducted by the Training and Safety Services Group instructors
at the Training Center or station.unless otherwise designated below. Trainee
progress is evaluated using written examinations, guizes, and, where approp-i-
ate, oral and practical tests. The training program for each station employee
category is identified on Figure 12.2.2-1 and consist of the following modules.

(a) Orientation

This training provides initial general station training and orientation to the
basic systems of the plant and appropriate plant terminology. It is normally
presented to a?1 new station personnel and conducted by the station's Adminis-
trative Services Section. (1-3 days)

Operations Modules

(b) Systems and Components General

This training module provides basic instruction in system and component iden-
tification and basic system operating characteristics. It provides a general
overview of Awer house equipment relationship and acquaints the trairees with
power plant teiminology and nomenclature. (1-3 weeks)

(c) Systems and Components Specific

This training module provides the trainee with basic concepts and fundamentals
ir nathematics, physics, chemistry, heat transfer and electrical theory. Sys-
tems and components are taught in detail along with elementary process instru-
mentation and control. Task training may be provided at a fossil station where
appropriate. (10-14 weeks)

(d) Nuclear Preparatory

This training module develops the necessary concepts in basic nuclear physics,
plant chemistry, basic physics, radiation protection, and reactor theory.
Experience in reactor control and radiation protection is provided at a re-
search reactor facility. It is normally presented to operations personnel
following Systems and Components Specific. (8-14 weeks)

13.2-5 Rev. 7
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(e) Nuclear Fundamentals
-

This module expands the concepts presented in the Nuclear Preparatory module
in order to develop a qualitative and quantitative understanding of reactor
operational characteristics. Enhancement of the academic phase is accomplished
through operational experience provided by ten reactor startups at the research
reactor and/or simulator facility. Reactor primary and secondary systems as
well as-instrumentaticn and control systems are presented along with their
applications to reactor control and safety and station emergency plans.
(6-8 weeks)

'

(f) Introduction to Systems and Procedures Specific

This module provides academic instruction in the specific systems of the nuclear
station. Instruction covers the specific station's design, p5ysical layout and
radiation control requirements. Selected instructional material will normally be
presented to operations personnel immediately following Nuclear Fundamentals and
is conducted at the station. The terminal objective of this training is to
provide the nonlicensed nuclear equipment operator with the knowledge level
required to perform specific tasks and duties in the station. (5-7 weeks)

(g) Cold Certification SR0/R0

Cold license certification training is presented to operators to establish their
eligibility to take the NRC cold license examination by meeting the reclear oper-
ating experience requirements in 10CFR 55.25b.

This training provides classroom instruction (12-13 weeks), observation train-
ing (4-8 weeks), and simulator training (12-13 weeks). The classroom instruc-
tion covers specific station systems, procedures and operational requirements
needed to operate the simulator. Simulator operations provide the trainee
with control room experience while observation training exposes the trainue
to current operational activities in a nuclear station. Operators without
operating nuclear station experience participate in an NRC approved Cold Fer-
tification P.ogram.

This program is similar to license preparatory in scope and content. Any
license candidate who has not completed the program described above will
complete three months of observation training at an operating nuclear power
plant and participate in license preparatory training. Certification will
be based on the candidate's performance during an examination prior to the
license examination. This examination will consist of a written examination,
simulator start-up examination, and plant operating examination.

(h) License Preparation Reactor Operator

Tnis training prepares and evaluates the prospective reactor operator licensee
candidate for the NRC examination. It is norma?ly presented to the selected
operations license candidate and conducteo at the nuclear steam station. The
instruction includes specific systems and procedures, simulator, OJT triining,

13.2-6 Rev. 7
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and observation training, (22 weeks minimum). Upon completion of this module,
trainees have completed trainng in all topics for reactor operators described
.in 10 CFR 55.22, 10 CFR 55.23, and NUREG-0737.

'

(i) License Preparation Senior Operator

This training module reviews material covered in the License Preparation
Reactor Operator module with emphasis on the following: Basis of Technical
Specifications, Emergency Plan, Operating Characteristics, Fuel Handling,
Handling and Disposal of Radioactive Waste, Facility Incident Reports, Core
Damage Mitigation, and Supervisory Skills. It is normally presented to se-
lected senior operator license candidates and is conducted at the nuclear
stations. This module includes selected materials from Systems and Proce-
dures Specific with emphasis on Safety Related Systems and Components, and
Administrative Procedures. (16-18 weeks)

(j) Siculator

Simulator training is a topic within the Periodic, Cold Certification, and
License Preparation Modules. The simulator exercises are appropriately con-
structed for the level of training required. All license preparation, cold
certification and periodic training modules contain the most advanced and
demanding simulator exercises.

Simulator training is conducted on the Duke Power Company McGuire/ Catawba
simulator which complies with the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.149.
McGuire Nuclear Station is the reference plant for the simulator. Howaver,
its control board configuration, vendor, and response to transients satisfy
the similarity requirements of 10 CFR 55 Appendix A. Prior to licensing all
trainees receive a minirum of four reactor startups utilizing the simulator.

The simulator training associated with License Preparatory Training is sched-
uled for five w+.eks including one week for evaluation. Approximately one
half of the time is used operating the simulator, while the remaining time
is used in the classroom preparing for simulator operations and critiques
of previous operatio.ns. The simulator training sessions are normally con-
ducted in groups consisting of four trainees per group.

These simulator sessions are designed to train the operators in areas of event
assessment, diagnosis, and response to the extent possible using Catawba Nuc-
lear Station procedures on the McGuire simulator. Sin ulator training is sup-
plemented with observation training at an operating nuclear station and pro-
cedure " walk-through" training at Catawba Nuclear Station.

(k) Observation

Observation training associated with Cold Certification is conducted at a Duke
Power Company nuclear steam station. Normally the observation training is
structured to reinforce the operating practices, procedures and administrative
policies associated with nuclear station operations. The cold certification
observation check list provides structured guidance for required observation

.
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tasks. -Observation training is a function of the operator's experience level
and is approximately four to eight weeks in duration.

Production Technology Modules
4

(1) Introduction to Maintenance

This training module introduces the trainee to work philosophy, department
maintenance-programs and industrial safety; and provides a preview of basic
work maintenance performance. It identifies important manuals and regulations
and their impact on work performance. Instruction on the selection, use and
care of hand and portable power tools is provided. This training module also
provides instruction in basic concepts and fundamentals in mathematics, classi-
cal and nuclear physics, chemistry, electrical and mechanical systems theory.
It introduces the trainee to power plant systems and components and identifies

,
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The training includes selected materials from Systems and Procedures Specific
with emphasis on NRC license maintenance and current station operational status.
Evaluation of the Requalification Training program is in accordance with 10CFR55,
Appendix A, paragraphs 4c and 4d.

(a) -Requalification Examinations and Lectures-

The Requalification Program is designed to maintain and demonstrate the con-
tinued competence of all licensed personnel. Implementation will occur wit 5-
in three months of receiving an operating license. The program for licensed
operating personnel includes a comprehensive examination , formal requalifica-
tion lettures, on-the-job training and simulator operation as described below.
Requalification lectures and simulator operation are scheduled throughout the

|year so as to minimize scheduling difficulties that are incurred by site man-
|

agement and take into consideration heavy vacation periods and infrequent
operations such as refueling periods. Lectures may be deferred due to unan-
ticipated shutdowns; however, these lectures will be conducted at a later
date. Requalification lectures will cover the following subjects:

(1) Theory and principles of operation.
(2) General and specific plant operating characteristics.
(3) Plant instrumentation and control ristems.
(4) Plant protection systems.
(5) Engineered safety systems.
(6) Normal, abnormal, and emergency operating procedures.
(7) Radiation control and safety
(8) Technical specifications.
(9) Applicable portions of Title 10, Chapter 1, Code of

Federal Regulations.
(10) Heat transfer, fluid flow, thermodynamics and mitigation of ac-

cidents involving a degraded core.
(11) Operating experiences

Annually all SRO and R0 licensed personnel take a written examination. The
examination is gi.'en in :nultiple segments approximately five weeks apart fol-
lowing the lecture series for that segment. Requalificatinn lectures are
given on an annual basis for all licensed operators in six segments of approxi-
mately 3 days duration each (approximately 5 hours lecture and 3 hours group
discussion or self study per day). Weak areas identified by the preceding
annual exams form the basis for the current lecture series.

Any operator who on the annual requalification exam scores less than 80 per-
cent overall or receives a grade of less than 70 percent in any test category
will be placed in an Accelerated Requalification Program. In addition, the
individual will be evaluated by Operations Department Managers (i.e., Superin-
tendent of Operations, Operating Engineers, SR0's, Shift Supervisors) on their
past and present job performance. A recommendation will be made based on this
evaluation regarding the licensed individual's removal from iicensed duties.

Following the completion of all the annual examination segments, remedial re-
qualification lectures are determined by the results of the annual ~ examination

13.2-10 Rev. 7
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(i.e., categories in which individuals recieve less than 80 percent). Atten-
dance for all SR0 and R0 licersed personnel at these lectures is based on the
results of the annual requalification exam (i.e., less than 80 percent on a
category requires mandatory attendance at lectures on topics of that category).

Following the completion of each segment of the annual examination, a special j
. individualized study program is instituted for anyone scoring less than 70 per-

_|! cent on a category to enable the individual-to increase his knowledge level !

for that category in a timely fashion. This program is in addition to the l
lectures following completion of all segments of the annual examination but |
occurs immediately following completion of the segment for which a grade of.

~

.less than 80 percent was attained. The individualized study program is no more
than five (5) weeks in duration and an examination to evaluate the retraining
occurs at the completion of the individualized study program.

Any individual failing a re examination of a segment of the annul exaraination
following an Individualized Study Program is evaluated by the E perintendent of
Operations to determine the course of action.

(b) On-the-Job Training

Technics' Specifications, selected Operating Procedures and all Emergency P m-
cedures are reviewed according to a formal procedure, annually. The effec-
tiveness of this review is evaluated by testing on each category of the com-
prehensive examination. Selected changes to Operating Procedures and Emer-
gency Procedures, selected facility Design Modifications and Technical Speci-
fication revisions are reviewed by Shift personnel. The determination of
which changes are reviewed is made according to an Administrative procedure.

All licensed operators participate to the maximum possible in plant evolutions
involving reactivity changes. During the two year license term, a minimum of
ten specified reactivity changes are conducted or directed by each licensed
Senior Operator and a minimum of ten specified reactivity changes are condmcted
by each licensed Reactor Operator as defined in 10 CFR 55, Appendix A, Section
3(a). These ten specified reactivity changes are performed either at the facility
or on the simulator.

(c) Control Manapulations

All licensed perscanel participate in simulator or station training consisting
of a minimum of twenty (20) classroom and twenty (20) simulator nours during
the two year license term. This training includes operation during emergency
and normal conditions as required by NUREG-0737 Pages I.A.2.1-19 and 20. Con-
trol manipulations performed at the simulator are credited the same as manipula-
tions at the employees station. All manipulations performed to satisfy this
requirement will be critiqued and evaluated as appropriate by training or
supervisory personnel.

i
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(d). Backup License

Backup licensees are individuals who maintain operator or senior operator li-
censes for.the purpose of providing backup capability to the operating staff
and are not routinely assigned to normal shift rotation. Backup licensees
participate in the requalification training program and meet all requirements

- with the following exception.

The backup licensees satisfy proficiency requirements by performing approved
assignments an average of 4 hours every two (2) months. Backup licensees by
virtue of their job assignments come into.more intimate contact with various
aspects of power plant operation. They are normally excluded from participation

,

in the requalification lectures preceeding the annual examination segment, (i.e.,
they will take the test prior to the Ic;t lecture series). These individeals4

are afforded the time and necessary materials to revie the material presented
in the lecture series 0 prior to the annual exam. The backup license is main-
tained by the same periodic examinations as other licenses and judged by the
same criteria relative to exam scores and need for remedial or individualized
study programs.

13.2.3 LICENSE REQUIREMENTS

13.2.3.1 Regulation

i The applicable portions of the NRC regulations, regulatory guides, and reports
listed below will be used in providing guidance in plant staffing and training.

10CFR PART 50 " Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities".

10CFR PART 55 " Operators Licenses" including Appendix A.

. 10CFR PART 19 " Notices, Instructior.: and Reports to Workers;
Inspections"
Regulatory Guide 1.8 " Personnel Selection and Training".

: . NRC " Operator Licensing Guide," NbREG-0094, July 1976
" Utility Staffing and Training for Nuclear Power," WASH-1130, USAEC Re-.

vised 1973
NUREG-0654.

| Regulatory Guide 8.2 " Guide for Administrative Practices in Radiation ;.

'Monitoring"<

Regulatory Guide 8.8 "Information Relevant to '4aintaining Occupational
; Radiation Exposures As Low As Reasonably Achievable (Nuclear Power

Reactor)"
Regulatory Guide 8.13, " Instructions Concerning Prenatal Radiation.

Exposure"

13.2.3.2 SR0 License
,

'

Any applicant for an SR0 license will have four years of responsible power plant
experience of which no more than two years will be academic or related technical
training. Two years will be nuclear power plant experience of which at least

.

six months will be at Catawba Nuclear Station.'

!

!
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Re: Catawba Nuclear Station *

| Fire Protection SER
|
|

| .

i

l
F

f item IIB requires clarification.

Statement of Procosed Draft Safety Evalua tion Repor t J

(

"The fire protection prujram for both uni ts should be oper. tional before
initial fuel loading."

Response
|

An interim security boundary will be installed between Uni t I and Uni t 2
prior to initial fuel loading. Inside the interim barrier, the fire

pro tection program including active systems (i.e. fixed manual and auto- .

ma tic sys tems), passive f eatures (i .e. barriers, doors, dampers and
*

pent; ration seals, administrative controls and station directives) will be
in place and operating prior to initial fuel loading.

,

__
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Re: Catawba Nuclear Station
Fire Protection - SER
Section V.A

Unlabeled composite steel doors and hollow metal doors equipped with grills
which are 1 coated in committed fire boundary walls are indicated in the
following summaries. -

The four hollow metal committed fire boundary doors equipped with grills
for radiological purposes are shown on the drawings listed below.
Drawing No. Door No. Eleva tion Location

CN-1200-l.1 AX100 522+0 FF-56
CN-1200-8.2 Ax312 560+0 MM-51
CN-1200-8.3 AX391 #A 560+0 MM-63
CN-1200-9.) AX526B 577+0 PP-58

The drawings listed bulow show locations of composite steel low yield
pressure doors, pressure doors, bullet resistant doors, and missle resistant i

doors located in committed fire boundary walls. There are a total of 29 com-
posite steel committec-fire boundary doors.

,

Drawing No. Door No. El eva tion Loca tion Manufacturers /Occument Nc.

CN-1200-5.1 AX248 543+0 qq-57 overly /CNM 1132.04-10
CN-1200-8.1 AX417 560+0 qq-57 overly /CNM 1182.04-10
CN-1200-8.4 5102A 55k+0 AA-54 R V Harty/CNM 1182.00-5
CN-1200-8.5 AX415 560+0 00-45 overly /CNM 1182.04-4

AX416 560+0 00-69 overly /CNM 1182.04-4
CN-1200-9.1 AX525 577+0 40-55 ove rl y/CNM 1182.04-16

AX5258 577+0 qq-56 overly /CNM 1182.04-10
AX5260 577+0 00-58 overly /CNM 1182.04-13

CN-1200-9.2 AX525 577+0 qq-55 ove rly/CNM 1182.04-16
CN-1200-9 3 AX5260 577+0 qq-58 overly /CNM 1182.04-13
CN-1200-9.4 5303A 574+0 AA-54 R V Harty/CNM 1182.00-5

5304A 574+0 AA-60 Mosl e r/CNM 1182.00-49
CN-1200-10.1 AX630 594+0 qq-58 overly /CNM 1182.04-10

AX632 594+0 qq-57 ove rl y/CNM 1182.04-29
CN-1200-10.2 AX635E 594+0 qq-53 overly /CNM 1182.04-29

AX635F 594+0 qq-54 overly /CNM 1182.00-81
CN-1200-10 3 AX630 594+0 qq-58 Overly /CNM 1182.04-10

AX635 594+0 qq-61 overly /CNM 1182.04-29
CN-1200-10.4 S 400 594+0 AA-55 ove rly/CNM 1182.04-7

5 406 594+0 At-59 overly /CNM 1182.04-7
AX657F 594+0 00-60 overly /CNM 1182.00-97
AX657G 594+0 00-57 overly /CNM 1182.00-97
AX657H 594+0 00-54 overly /CNM 1182.00-97
AX657J 594+0 CC-53 overly /CNM 1182.00-97

..
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Drawino No. Door No. Elevation Loca t i en Manufacturers /Occument No.
t

| CN-1200-10.5 Ax655 594+0 30-62 Overly /CNM 1132.04-1
Ax658B 594+0 00-52 ove rly/CNM 1132.04-1

CN-1200-11.2 Ax7008 605+10 KK-50 Mosler /CNM 1132.00-44
Ax720 605+10 JJ-51 Overly /CNM 1132.04-4

CN-1200-II.3 Ax602 594+0 UU-52 R V Harty/CNN 1182.00-5
CN-1200-12.1 Ax635 594+0 qq-61 overly /CNM 1182.04-29
CN-1200-12.2 Ax7148 605+10 KK-64 Moster/CNN 1182.00-43

Ax721 605+10 JJ-63 Overly /CNM 1182.34-4
CN-1200-12.3 Ax627 594+0 UU-62 R V Harty/CNM 1182.00-5
CN-1200-13.1 Ax630 594+0 qq-58 Overly /CNM 1182.04-10

Ax632 594+0 qq-57 Overly /CNM 1132.04-29
Ax635E 594*0 qq-53 ove rly/CNN 1132.04-2o
Ax635F 594+0 qq-54 Ove rly/CNN 1132.00-81

CM-1200-13.4 Ax602 594+0 UU-52 R V Harty/CNM 1132.00-5

Also attached are eight vencor letters certifying coor construction. These are
typical letters covering composite steel doors or hollow metal doors.
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Duke Power Company

D NP
~

'

P. O. Box 2178
'

6x422 South Church Street ,

Charlotte, NC 28242 Q.'f ('- O
'

"'
.,'

'

. .,

ATTENTION: Mr. L. C. Dail - Chief Engineer Q q . . J ..,, .

Civil-Environmental Division N"';J

SUBJECT: Catawba Nuclear Station
MPS Order flo. E92751-41
Specification CMS-Il82.00-00-0004, Rev. 9
Certification - Fire Resistant Construction
Door MK Nos. AX415, AX416, 3X720, AX721&& C/U-//fs2 oD

We hereby certify that door Mark Nos. AX415, AX416, AX720 and AX721 for

Catawba fluclear Stat ion have been fabricatet in strict accordance with
Underwriters' Laboratories approved procedures for Class "A" 3-hour firedoors. The doors will not bear the physical label because the gasketing
required to satisfy the leakage rates is not covered by U. L. procedures
for labeled fire doors.

OVERLY MANUFACTURING MPANY
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DONALD C. Sf(fjc ER
VICE PRESIDEf1T, ENGINEERif1G
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SUBSCRIBED Af1D SWORN TO BEFORE ME THIS /

DAY OF M&v I9 b

J IM
/

VINCEf4T N. LEPICl NOTARY PUBUC
GREEriS80RG. VIESP.!0RELAND COUNTY
of C0f t'415510N EJPIRFS JULY 13.1981
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MANUFACTURING CO.

April 18, 1980

Letter No. 828 '

.

. s -

Duke Power Company
P. O. Box 2178
422 South Church Street
Charlotte, tJC 28242

ATTENTION: Mr. L. C. Da il - Chief Engineer
Civil-Environment Division

SUBJECT: Catawba tJuclear Station
HPS Order tio. E92751-41
Specification CMS-Il82.00-00-0004, Rev 9
Certification - Fire Resistant Construction
Door MK. Nos. AX630, AX5258, AX248 c AX417

We hereby certify that door MK. tios. AX630, AX5258, AX248_and AX417 for
Catawba Nuclear Station have been fabricated in accordance with UnderwritersLaboratories approved procedures for Class "A" 3-hour fire doors. The doors
will not bear the physical label because the material thicknesses required
to catisfy the pressure loadings exceed those permitted by U.L. procedures.

OVERLY MANUFACTURING C iPANY

Yd'
DONALD C. ( iEL cR
VICE PRESID . , ENGirlEERING
DCS:LJG:1jf

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME THIS M

DAY OF d @ [ 19,f 0
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vmCENT ff.tfP1Di. fiUfA.if t'UJUG
GREEtiS*U:tG. WE:TMORELAND C00 tin
Wf CC.tMISS10fi LXPl.qr.S JUty 19.198;
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Tolophone (513) BG7-4000
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An American Standard company
s. .

Quality Assurance !!ancger Engineering & Services
Quality Assurance Department
Duke Power Company
P.O. Box 33189

i
Charlotte, N.C. 28242

Subject: U.L. Certific,ation
1

This is to certify that door and frame No. [h(- 76 d Shave

been designed and nanufactured to meet the requirements of

;$ U.L. 10-B - Three-lir. Label Construction.

Sincerely,

'' 0, Addp +

"Robert F. IIeiner
Quality Assurance !!anager
!!osler Safe Company
1561 Grand Blvd. *

! IIamilten, Ohio 45012

:

NUCLEAR SAFETY RELATED
PROTECTION LEVEL: C

CATAUBA liUCLEAR STATION
DES. E!!G. FILE J0. 8337-1182.00-00-0004-01
!!PS. CO. ORDER NO. E-57270-41
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Duke Power C' mpanyo
P. O. Dox 2178
422 South Church St.
Charlotte, NC 23242

.

Attention: ftr. L. C. Dall, Chief Engineer
Civil - Environmental Division

Subject:
~ Catawba Muelear Station

MPS Order E32751-4I
Specification CNS-1102.00-00-0004, Rev. 8
Cert!fication, Bullet Resisting & FIrc Resisting -

Doors tiark No 's. AX632, AX635, AX635E, AX660Overly Job Ho. QC632 , AX661

tie hereby certify that door 11 ark No's

Power Rifle) bullat resisting rating.are designed to meet or exceed the requirements of 11. AX632, AX635, AX635E, TXJ60, and AX661L. 752 Class IV (High.

'!c' further certify that the doors are fabricated
,

but cannot bear an Underwriters' label because of certaiof fire resistant materialsstruction which are not Incorporated in U. L. procedures fon features of con-dcors. r "A" 3-hour fire
OVERLY MANUFACTURING C0itPANy
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00tlALD C. St * -A
VICE PRESl0EliT, EMGINEERING
DCS:aak

Sf1BSCRIBED AND SdCRN TO dEFORE HE Tills24th
%

DAY OF July
19 80

_ JhY 2-

r
v1NCENT N.LEP!DI, NOTARY PUBUC

GREENSBURG. WESTMORELAND COUNTY
n CcMulS$10N EXPIRES JULY 19. 1981

Wmber.Peusylvanla Asscciatien of Notarin
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STEEL PilODUC l 3 CO. INC.
TELEX e12-5495 ,

PAIDGE AVC.NUE. Btt00K LYN, N.Y.11222.
(212)383 2000.

June 15, 1981

J. Mac Rabb Co.
. .

Re: Our Job 6W259K
Ca tawba 'Huclear Sta .

Gentlemen:

This ic to certify that the doorn ue furniched Jor the above job, under
the following tags, have been fabrica ted in accordance with the
requirements of the Underuriters Laboratories for "A" labeled doors.
All component parts used in the manufacture of these doors meet IUnderwriters specifications.

The tag numbers are:

S101C - AX393B - AX517 - AX355AS101F - AX394 - AX518S10lG - AX394B AX533CS301B - AX39 C AX535h
S301C - AX395 - AX536S407 - AX396 AX657F- -AX352C - AX515 - AX657G- AX353 AX516A - AX657H- AX353B - AX516K AX657J_ AX355B - AX516M - AX353C

Very truly yours,

WILLIAM 3 BURG STEEL PRODUCTS CO. IUC.(
'
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R y er/ Unier nngineer
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flOLLOW STITL DOORS AND flUCKS - UNDI RWRiTER AND N.Y.ClTY 1 AllLi LI.D DOORS AND l RAMI S -
BRONZL STAINLLSS STIfL AND ALUMINUM DOORS - ELEVAIOR CAUS - LLLVATOR l~RONIS
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S I E E L l'IlGDUC TS CO. INC.*

TEL EX n 12-5495 l'AIOGE AVENUE
.

UHOOK LYN. N.Y.11222
.,

(2121333 2000.

l

Dec. 1, 1980 |I
J. Mac Rabb Co.

. -.

Re: Our Job 6U259
A tten tion : Mr. J. Mac Rabb, Jr. Ca tawba Nuclear Sta.

Gentlemen:

This is to certify tha t
x665B and x800C have been fabricatedthe two doorr ue have f ttrninhe_ for the above.|ob, tngn

requirements for Underwriter "A" labelled doors .in accordance with the

Ali component parts used in the manufacture of these doora meetUnderwriters : pecifications for "A" labels .
Our records disclose that
our plant. theco doors bore the "A" label when they lef t

(']'o'he above certifica tion may probably be accep tab 3 e toJ

f returning the doora t.he owners, in lieuto our plant for factory inapection and
re-labeling.

Very truly yours, /
WILLIAMSBURG STEEL PHbDUC,IS CO. IllC.
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Juac 17, 1981

g Mr. S. B. ilager, Chief Engineer RE .IV$D
Civil / Environmental Division
Duke Power Company ENVIRO 1 MEN TAL / ARCil IECf 01AL
P. O, Box 33189 SLCiluil
Charlotte, N. C. 28242

JUN 2 c 1981
Attention: F!r. John R. Taylor, Design Architect

'~";.c ..wv. #/ DIVf510ft USE
Subj ect : Catawba Nuclear Station NO AllACil.AGii 10 flLE

FILE NO.(/h//[j, /)/]llollow otetal Doors
File No. CN-1182.00

Dear Mr. llager:

This is to certify that the following numbered doors for above subject
were constructed in accord with Underwriter's Laboratories procedure:

S101C S101F S10lG S3CIB S301C
S407 - AX352C - AX353 - AX35311 - AX355B

- AX393B - AX394 - AX3948 - AX39.lC - AX395
- AX396 - AX515 AX516A - AX516K - AX516M
- AX517 - AX518 - AX533C - AX535 - AX536
- AX657F - AX657G - AX65711 AX657J - AX353C
-AX355A

Yours very truly,

J. MAC. RABB COMPANY, INC.

C4t- -
J. Mac. Iabb

-

JMR/cp
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Notary Public
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